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Transport Assessment
Question 19.1
PINS
Question
Number

19.1

First Written Question

Re Section 3.3, Baseline Data Collection,
would the Applicant detail the survey data
that was collated and processed for the
existing traffic flow for the new base year of
2014, and explain how the various data
sources were merged into a single coherent
view?

Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

A set of existing Automatic Traffic Counts (ATCs) and Manual Classified
Counts (MCCs) from nine sites was obtained from Kent County Council
(KCC). This was supplemented with the use of 13 TRADS ATC counts
obtained from the Highways England HATRIS dataset maintained for
motorways and other trunk roads.
In addition to these, four Roadside Interviews (RSIs) were undertaken
alongside new MCC and ATC link counts. 47 ATCs, 18 MCCs and 16 Manual
Classified Turning Counts (MCTCs) were undertaken. For 23 sites both
MCC/MCTC data and ATC data were available. For these sites, the total
vehicular flows by both survey methods were compared, and where the
comparison suggested that the ATC data showed a shortfall in total flows this
was adjusted. Following this step, the total flow volumes for these sites were
extracted from the ATC data (averaged over the days it was in operation) and
the vehicle proportions extracted from the MCC data, in accordance with
WebTAG guidance.
Aside from new count sites where both ATCs and MCCs were obtained, no
model link had more than one count in each direction and so no consistency
checks were possible. It was therefore assumed that these counts, from
various sources, were reasonable and consistent. New data was collected
during neutral months (i.e. those representative of a yearly average).
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Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

Further details are contained in Appendix A of this document, which provides
relevant explanatory sections from Highways England’s ‘Traffic Data
Collection Report’ June 2016. The sections in question are 2.1-2.2 and 3-6
inclusive.

Question 19.2
PINS
Question
Number

19.2

First Written Question

Re Section 3.4, Transport Demand
Modelling, would the Applicant detail the fivestage process used for constructing the
demand model matrices and highway
assignment model?

Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

The first stage was the building of a gravity model for the car trips by purpose,
and calibrating the deterrence functions and K-factors against observed data.
The resultant matrices are all-day Production-Attraction (PA) person trips.
The second stage was to translate these all-day PA person trip matrices to
Origin-Destination (OD) person trip matrices by time of day (TOD) period.
A separate process generated matrices of the observed RSI and
Trafficmaster movements.
The two sets of matrices were compared. Where there were observed
movements in the RSI/Trafficmaster matrices, these data were used in place
of the gravity-model derived trip volumes so as to only synthesise trips not
observed from a more reliable source. In practice this meant that most of the
trip volumes for OD pairs local to Ashford came from the observed dataset
not the gravity model equivalent.
The third stage was to translate the matrices into OD vehicle trip matrices
from person matrices.
The fourth stage was to merge the car OD matrices by purpose with the LGV
OD matrices by purpose and append the HGV matrices (the freight matrices
having been constructed from RSI and Trafficmaster data).
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The fifth stage was to refine the resultant matrices using Matrix Estimation.
Further details are contained in Appendix B of this document, which provides
relevant explanatory sections from Highways England’s ‘Local Model
Validation Report’ October 2015. The sections in question are 4 and 6.1-6.16
inclusive.

Question 19.3
PINS
Question
Number

19.3

First Written Question

Re Section 3.5, Local Development and
Transport Infrastructure Scenarios, would the
Applicant supply the uncertainty log for
growth forecasts, as well as the assumptions
used for the core scenario and the low/ high
scenarios?

Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

The ‘Core Scenario’ contained all development not dependent upon the
Scheme that was deemed either “Near Certain” or “More than Likely” in the
planning process/uncertainty log. The Low Scenario incorporated reduced
growth relative to the Core Scenario as required by WebTAG, with no
adjustments to the developments included. The High Scenario incorporated
increased growth relative to the Core Scenario as required by WebTAG as
well as the additional “Reasonably Foreseeable” developments.
A list of all the proposed highway developments in the local area was also
constructed, with the “Near Certain” or “More than Likely” schemes being
included in the relevant future year transport networks (unless related to
development dependent upon the Scheme).
Further details are contained in Appendix C of this document, which provides
the relevant development and infrastructure assumptions in tables extracted
from AECOM Technical Note 3 October 2015 produced to describe the
derivation of the ‘Uncertainty Log’.
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Question 19.4
PINS
Question
Number

19.4

First Written Question

Re Section 6, Current Network Performance,
would the Applicant state the main
assumptions used for the SATURN and
VISSIM models, together with the extent of
uncertainties in the use of these models?

Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

In the Base Year SATURN model the key assumptions relate to the Values of
Time (VOTs) and Vehicle Operating Costs (VOCs). These were extracted for
Cars, LGVs and HGVs from the WebTAG databook that was current at the
time the model was built; the VOTs and VOCs for Light Vehicles were built
from those of Cars and LGVs using the RSI-derived vehicle-class factors by
TOD and purpose. These assumptions are standard DfT-supplied figures.
The count data and journey time data used to calibrate and validate the
model were assumed reasonable since it was obtained from calibrated
instrumentation and trained operatives used by experienced and trusted
suppliers. Consequently it was considered suitable for calibrating a Base
Year model that formed the basis of the subsequent forecasts.
For VISSIM, the flows used for the Base Year model were extracted from the
calibrated SATURN Base Year 2014 model for both AM and PM periods
using cordoning. Separate trip local matrices were calculated for Light and
Heavy vehicles.
The local routing decisions for VISSIM were however based on a ‘dynamic
assignment’ whereby VISSIM determines the routes through the local
network, and did not necessarily follow those of SATURN exactly.
As with the SATURN model, it was assumed that the count data and journey
time data used to calibrate and validate the VISSIM model were reasonable.
The model was calibrated in order to reflect real driver behaviour as similar to
reality as practicable.
Further details of the SATURN aspects are contained in Appendix B of this
document, which provides the relevant explanatory section from Highways
England’s ‘Local Model Validation Report’ October 2015. The section in
question is 4 of that report.
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Question 19.5
PINS
Question
Number

19.5

First Written Question

Re Section 7, Future Network Performance,
would the Applicant state the main
assumptions used for the SATURN and
DIADEM models, together with the extent of
uncertainties in the use of these models?

Response to First Written Question from Highways England (the Applicant)

Car demand growth was used as per National Trip End Model (NTEM) v6.2
(adjusted as necessary due to explicitly-modelled developments as per
WebTAG requirements), while LGV and HGV growth was used as per the
latest Road Traffic Forecasts. It was assumed that the PT demand growth
was as per NTEM v6.2 (note that v6.2 was the latest version of NTEM at the
time the forecast year matrices were built). For all modes these assumptions
derive from standard DfT-supplied data, and its use is required.
VOTs and VOCs were also as per the WebTAG guidance/databook then
current (as adjusted due to the Light Vehicle User Classes). This was
effectively the same assumption as that referenced in the previous section,
with the same justification.
The behaviour that the DIADEM (variable demand model) was calibrated to
represent through ‘realism testing’ (i.e. fuel and fare elasticity checks) is
assumed to not change over time – also part of WebTAG guidance. Thus the
lambdas, thetas and other parameters were used unchanged from those
derived during the Base Year calibration.
The trip demand generated by the new developments was as per the
calculations in the supplied spreadsheet (themselves dependent on other
assumptions), and it was assumed that the distribution of this demand would
be sufficiently similar to that of nearby zones to use the future year
distributions from these zones for this purpose. The development quanta are
as per the Local Authority’s views on the most likely planning schedule, while
the trip rates applied come from the best data sources available. Thus the
resultant trip demands are considered current best estimates.
Planned improvements to the highway network were assumed to go ahead as
currently planned and designed. Since this is the Local Authority’s best view
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of the likely future highway network changes such assumptions are bestpractice.
It was assumed that the traffic signals would be re-calibrated in practice
between the Base and Future Years, and that unless required by the traffic
demands the signal settings would be common to both Do Minimum and Do
Something scenarios. It is worth noting that signal settings would normally be
updated as a requirement of Highways England and Local Authority
maintenance contracts, and thus the re-calibration assumption is consistent
with best practice.
There is inevitably a degree of uncertainty in the input data used and in the
modelled processes. These are minimised using the assumptions above and
uncertainty in planning is dealt with by standard sensitivity tests for low and
high growth either side of the most likely (‘Core’) scenario.
Further details are contained in Appendix D of this document, which provides
relevant explanatory sections from the Highways England’s ‘Traffic
Forecasting Report’ February 2016. The sections in question are 3 and 4.14.3 inclusive.

Question 19.7
PINS
Question
Number

19.7

First Written Question

Would the Applicant state whether there is a
Local Model Validation Report (LMVR) in
support of the traffic modelling, and if so
provide the LMVR to the Examination?
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There is an LMVR. This forms the basis for the responses to Questions 19.2
and 19.4 in Appendix B of this document and will available on request.
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2 EXISTING COUNT DATA
2.1
2.1.1

Kent County Council Data
A limited amount of Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) and Manual Classified Count (MCC)
data was already available from inner and outer cordon monitoring sites maintained by
Amey on behalf of Kent County Council. The sites listed in Table 2.1 included data for
2014 and were available for the purposes of model validation/calibration.
Table 2.1: List of Existing ATCs/MCCs from Kent County Council

2.2
2.2.1

ATC
SiteID
2435
2442-S1
2442-S2
LO631-02
LO631-01
Shepway
Shepway
Shepway

Coordinates
636946 150267
558947 146293
559055 146494
622188 138572
622101 138820
620112 136759
622157 138672
631342 141983

Tonbridge

559558 147016

Link Name
A258 Dover Road Walmer
Tonbridge High Street Site 1
Tonbridge High Street Site 2
A260 Canterbury Road Hawkinge
A260 White Horse Hill Hawkinge
Stanley Rd / A20 / B2063 Risborough Ln Jn
A260 / Alkham Valley Rd / A260 Jn
A256 / Bridge St / A256 / Tower Hamlets Rd
Jn.
A26 Hadlow Rd / A26 / A227 Hadlow Rd

Highways England TRADS Data
TRADS (Traffic Flow Data System) data was available for a number of sites including
M20 and the A2070. The sites listed in Table 2.2 were available for the purposes of
validation/calibration.
Table 2.2: List of Highways England TRADS Sites
TRADS
SiteID
30020091
30020152
30020151

Coordinates
600574 144195
600496 144100
600532 144135

30015879

602175 140255

30015878

602291 140280

30020154
30020153
3828
3829
30015876
30015870
99
98 (growth)

603329 142041
603941 141408
600789 143976
600811 144005
601439 137194
601444 137193
605773 140076
607174 139118
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Link Nam0e
M20 J9 eastbound exit
M20 J9 westbound access
M20 westbound within J9
A2070 southbound between A2042 and
M21
A2070 northbound between A2042 and
M20
M20 J10 westbound access
M20 westbound within J10
M20 eastbound within J9
M20 J9 eastbound access
A2070 between A2042 and A259
A2070 between A2042 and A260
M20, Junction 10 - 11
M20, Junction 10 - 11
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3 SPECIFICATION AND EXECUTION OF SURVEYS
3.1

Project Requirements

3.1.1

As stated earlier, a comprehensive set of traffic surveys were required consisting of
Automatic Traffic Counts (ATCs), Manual Classified (Link) Counts (MCCs) and Manual
Classified Turning Counts (MCTC) in order to develop an updated traffic model. Journey
time surveys were also required as well as origin destination (OD) data in the form of
Roadside Interviews (RSIs) to enable a clear understanding of the travel behavior of
drivers in the local area and to help develop model demand matrices.

3.1.2

Figure 3.1 shows the location of survey sites according to survey type. Larger scale
versions of this map are provided in Appendix A (TDCR). These do not depict the
journey time routes which are reported and depicted in Section 7 of this report.

3.2
3.2.1

3.3
3.3.1

3.4

Traffic Survey Company
The traffic survey and data collection tasks were commissioned by Ove Arup & partners
on behalf of Highways England and conducted by Sky High-Count On Us.

Constraints
The single constraint was the impending school summer holiday period and an
increasing lack of ‘neutrality’ in July. This constraint left only a short window of
opportunity to collect the data, otherwise it would have been necessary to wait until the
autumn to complete the data collection exercise and this would have imposed an
unacceptable delay to the programme.

Surveys Required

3.4.1

The counts required were a mixture of long-term Automatic Traffic Counts (ATCs) and
Manual Classified Counts (MCCs). The RSIs were undertaken by means of postcard or
interview while journey time surveys were in-vehicle using GPS devices on pre-set
routes.

3.4.2

The four types of survey and their locations are described in more detail in the following
sections.

3.5

Dates of Surveys

3.5.1

Traffic surveys are generally carried out during periods in which the flow of traffic can
be considered ‘neutral’ compared to the rest of the year. The months that are considered
neutral, according to the government’s Traffic Analysis Guidance (TAG) Unit M1.2 para
3.3.6, are late March and April, May, June, September, October and November.
However, it was accepted that the surveys should be undertaken in July as well as the
neutral month of June to ensure sufficient coverage and to maintain the overall project
programme. Checks were made on the data and factors applied where appropriate for
the purposes of modelling and assessment.

3.5.2

All of the surveys described below were undertaken during a three week period
beginning on the 25th June 2014.

3.5.3

The schedule for the surveys is shown in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1: Survey Schedule
Type of Count
RSI
ATC
MCC – link
MCC - turning
Journey Time

From Start Date
1st Jul 2014
25th Jun 2014
1st Jul 2014
1st Jul 2014
1st Jul 2015

End Date
2nd Jul 2014
17th Jul 2014*1
2nd Jul 2014*2
2nd Jul 2014
3rd Jul 2015

Notes
*1 – end dates extended in five cases to 12th, 15th (two sites) 17th and 23rd July
*2 – end dates extended in two cases to 3rd and 14th

Figure 3.1: Count Locations

3.6

Incidents and Amendments

3.6.1

A number of amendments were made to the original survey specification for a variety of
reasons. These included practical issues in terms of installing equipment on certain sites
and gaining the necessary authorisation for surveying on high speed roads. Table 3.2
below outlines the amendments, with reasons, to the original survey specification.
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Table 3.2: Changes to Specification
Under Action: NS = Not Surveyed, ASS = Additional Survey Site

3.6.2

Survey

Ref

Description

Action

Reason

RSI
RSI

79
81

NS
NS

No Authority - Motorway
No Authority - Motorway

MCC

33

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

MCC

33

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

MCC
MCC

34
34

M20 J9 NB off slip
M20 J10 NB off slip
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A292 Hythe Road
A292 Hythe Road

NS
NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway
No Authority - Dual Carriageway

MCC

62

Malcolm Sargent Road

NS

Not feasible to install ATC

MCC
MCC
MCC

62
63
63

Malcolm Sargent Road
B2229 Norman Road
B2229 Norman Road

NS
NS
NS

MCC

66

A2070 Willesborough Road

ASS

MCC

67

A20 Hythe Road

ASS

MCC

68

Kingsford Street

ASS

MCC

74

A2070 Hamstreet Bypass

ASS

MCTC

90

MCTC

91

Not feasible to install ATC
Not feasible to install ATC
Not feasible to install ATC
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites
Improved coverage close to future
dev sites

ATC

13

ATC

13

ATC

26

ATC

26

ATC
ATC
ATC
ATC

29
29
30
30

ATC

33

ATC

33

ATC
ATC
ATC
ATC

35
35
78
80

Kennington Road/ The
Street
Kennington Road/ Yeoman
Grdns
A2042 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2042 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2042WB-A2070 Slips SW
A2042WB-A2070 Slips SW
A2042EB-A2070 Slips SE
A2042EB-A2070 Slips SE
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
A2070 Bad Munstereifel
Road
M20 J10 NB on slip
M20 J10 NB on slip
M20 J09 SB off-slip
M20 J10 SB off-slip

ASS
ASS
NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS
NS
NS
NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway
No Authority - Dual Carriageway
No Authority - Dual Carriageway
No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS

No Authority - Dual Carriageway

NS
NS
NS
NS

No Authority - Motorway
No Authority - Motorway
No Authority - Motorway
No Authority - Motorway

Three ATC sites (18, 19 and 66) had non-consecutive data due to the site being
resurveyed at a later date due to bad data, and an ATC recording box was stolen at Site
23 along with the second week’s data.
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3.6.3

A further ten ATC sites (1, 2, 21, 22, 27, 60, 70, 71, 75 and 76) lost data on the second
week between the Monday evening and the Thursday morning due to vandalism and/or
technical problems. These sites were re-surveyed between 10th November and 23rd
November 2014.

3.6.4

No disruption due to adverse weather conditions or special events was recorded by the
survey company.

3.6.5

AECOM staff were aware of roadworks being carried out during the survey period on
the A2070 South Willesborough (new cycleway) and the A2070 Cloverleaf Junction to
Sevington Junction (new junction), but otherwise were not aware of any exceptional
events.

3.6.6

The data was subsequently processed to identify and, if necessary, remove any outliers
from the data sets. In the light of the roadworks noted above the ATC on that stretch of
the A2070 was re-checked, and no further issues were noted.
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4 ROADSIDE INTERVIEWS
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

RSIs were undertaken to provide information on trip length and journey purpose and to
inform the traffic model matrix building process using Trafficmaster data. Four RSI sites
were undertaken across the study area (see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1). Six were
originally planned though due to site constraints at the two motorway slip road sites
(M20 J10 NB and J9 NB) these were excluded from the survey. The remaining four sites
were however deemed adequate for the purposes of factoring the Trafficmaster data to
derive model matrices.
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Figure 4.1: Location of RSI Sites

4.1.2

RSIs were carried out on neutral weekdays (Tuesday/Wednesday) for an interview
period of 12 hours from 07:00 to 19:00. An MCC was undertaken at each RSI site in
each direction of travel on the day of the survey for a 12-hour period from 0700 to 1900.
In addition a two week ATC was also undertaken and these are included in the following
section descriptions under each survey type heading. A copy of The RSI form is
contained in Appendix B (TDCR).
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Table 4.1: List of RSIs Undertaken

Site

Location

Date

Notes

66

A2070
Willesborough
Road

Tues
01/07/14

Postcard or interview under stop go
conditions implemented through TM

67

A20 Hythe Road

68

Church Road

74

A2070 Hamstreet
Bypass

Tues
01/07/14
Wed
02/07/14
Wed
02/07/14

Postcard or interview under stop go
conditions implemented through TM
Postcard or interview under stop go
conditions implemented through TM
Postcard or interview via layby
implemented through TM

4.2

Data Checking and Sample Rates

4.2.1

The data was received from Arup with a certain amount of pre-processing already
having taken place. The data collection company had already identified void/refused
interviews (i.e. where the information given is incomplete or some of the information is
not valid) and illogical results (i.e. where the trip information did not appear to be logical
given the location and direction of the RSI site) and listed these separately from the
remaining data.

4.2.2

Range and logic checks were undertaken to confirm that the remaining data obtained
by the interviews and postcards was valid. These included the following:



4.2.3

All data was plotted in MapInfo and compared to the site location and direction of
interview. Trips which appeared to have their origins and destinations reversed
were flagged and checked if identified as illogical;
Vehicle occupancy based on vehicle type.

Interview data that did not pass the tests was excluded from consideration for future
work. The proportions of records obtained and final sample sizes as a proportion of the
accompanying MCC following data cleaning are shown in Table 4.2 below for each site
together with the final sample as a proportion to 12-hour traffic flow taken from the MCC.

Table 4.2: Details of Valid Records by Site

Valid Records by Site and Sample Size
Site
Records
Records Records
No.
Obtained Illogical
Void
66
67
68
74

965
879
372
1042

102
110
44
87

Total Clean
Records

Proportion of
Records Clean

MCC
Totals

Survey
proportion

659
710
307
854

68.3%
80.8%
82.5%
82.0%

5196
5446
443
5224

12.7%
13.0%
69.3%
16.3%

204
59
21
101
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5 OBSERVED AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC COUNTS
5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

Automatic traffic counts were undertaken using temporary detectors placed across the
road. (Permanent detectors are usually located below the surface; temporary detectors
are placed across the road surface usually for a period of two weeks).

5.1.2

The Traffic Appraisal Manual (TAM) at Chapter 6 para 6.2.5 suggests that the accuracy
of an ATC, at least 12-hours in duration, is of the order of ± 5% at the 95% confidence
level. It is acknowledged that the accuracy of individual ATCs is “machine and
installation dependent”.

5.1.3

Counts were recorded in 15-minute intervals throughout the 24-hour survey periods.

5.1.4

The ATCs were placed at the following descriptive and OSGR locations for the date
periods shown in Table 5.1:

Table 5.1: List of ATCs undertaken in June/July 2014

Site ID

Coordinates

Link Name

1

596559 137877

2

596665 138470

3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
31
32
34

597057 140716
597180 141408
597671 142771
599405 144499
596228 142899
596863 142864
599292 142641
601111 142286
602633 141106
603686 140308
604351 139814
605039 139317
606723 138450
600721 144328
601398 143671
603196 142910
603778 142917
604573 142221
605125 141421
602307 142439
601580 141663
601685 138361
600685 140195
602964 140288
603574 140652
603579 141693

Woodchurch Road, Sign Post
Bethersden Rd, Telegraph
Pole
A28 Ashford Rd, Sign post
Goldwell Lane, Telegraph Pole
Ninn Lane
A20 Maidstone Rd
Bear's Lane
Godinton Lane
A28 Chart Road
A2042 Beaver Road
Boys Hall Rd
Cheeseman's Green Lane
Blind Lane
Church Lane
Goldwell Lane
A251 Trinity Road NB
A28 Canterbury Road
A2070 Willesborough Road
Blackwall Road
Hinxhill Rd
Bockham Lane
A292 Hythe Road
Newtown Road
Finn Farm Rd
Romney Marsh Road
Waterbrook Avenue
A20 Hythe Road
A292 Hythe Road
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From

To

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 23/07/14

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Fri 04/07/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Sun 29/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Thu 17/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Sat 12/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Tues 15/07/14
Tues 15/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
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36
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

603298 142052
598479 137647
599221 138607
599969 139551
600389 140071
600635 140410
601103 141309
601326 141898
601564 142841

66

603298 142052

67

598479 137647

68

599221 138607

69

603580 139734

70

602648 138366

71
72
73

602320 137609
601238 135813
601134 135401

75

599748 135439

76

599242 135532

Lees Road
Hornash Lane
Magpie Hall Road
Pound Lane
Ashford Road
Malcolm Sargent Road
B2229 Norman Road
A2042 Romney Marsh Road
A292 Mace Lane
A2070 Willesborough Rd, sign
post
A20 Hythe Road - Telegraph
Pole
Church Road
Cheeseman's Green Lane
(Hillcrest Farm)
Cheeseman's Green Lane
(near Bliby)
Rutledge Avenue
Capel Road (near Rosedene)
Poundhurst Road
Capel Road (by Capel
Cottage)
Hamstreet Road

Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14
Wed 25/06/14

Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14
Tues 08/07/14

Wed 25/06/14

Tues 08/07/14

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/15

Wed 09/07/15

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14
Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14
Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

Thu 26/06/14

Wed 09/07/14

5.1.5

Most of the ATC surveys covering non-trunk roads took place during the two week
period beginning Wednesday/Thurs 25th/26th June 2015 to Thursday/Friday 8th/9th
July 2015, inclusive. Two sites, 6 and 14, were started a little later due to local issues
with the equipment but captured sufficient data within the survey window. Similarly Site
1 was surveyed from Thursday 26th June to Wednesday 2nd July and then the following
week from Thursday 17th July to Wednesday 2nd July.

5.1.6

The ATCs recorded classified vehicle count and speed information. The vehicle
classification details available from the ATC data analysis summary, provided by the
survey company, were:






Motor and Pedal Cycles
Cars
LGV & PSV (2 axles)
OGV1 & PSV (3 axles)
OGV2

5.2

ATC Counts and Data Cleaning

5.2.1

The ATC data for each site was tabulated and plotted. Site notes from the survey team
and gaps in the data were collated. At the sites where data loss was identified, where
there was no more than two days’ data loss, data for the corresponding day from the
other week of the survey period was used to infill the missing data, provided that the
replacement data appeared representative of the sample.

5.2.2

Average hourly flows were summarised for each site for each time period (AM, PM and
Interpeak) by AWT (Average Weekday Traffic, Monday to Sunday) and ADT (Average
Daily Traffic, Monday to Thursday). These are provided in summary form in Appendix
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C, Part 1 (TDCR) and in more detail for each individual hourly period in Appendix C,
Part 2. (TDCR) Hourly plots for each day by hour allowed the count profiles to be sense
checked against the calculated averages alongside the highlighted highest flow in each
time period, Appendix C, Part 2 (TDCR). The data was disaggregated and summarised
by vehicle type (Car, LGV and HGV) for further checking of the vehicle type profiles
shown in Appendix C, Part 3 (TDCR).
5.2.3

There are a wide range of flows during the peak and interpeak periods across the sites.
The largest single two-way flow was observed at Site 10 on the A28 southwest of M20
Junction 9 (31,079 AWT). The lowest observed flow was at Site 15, Blind Lane south of
M20 Junction 10 (124 AWT). The largest one-way flow was observed at Site 34
northeast of M20 Junction 10 (17,372 AWT).

5.3

Weekday Average

5.3.1

It was agreed with Highways England that average weekday flows (AWT) would be used
for modelling purposes, with a caveat that they are comparable to the Tuesday to
Thursday average flows. A site by site comparison between the AWT and Tuesday to
Thursday Average daily flow profiles across both weeks surveyed (using the ATC Flow
summary graphs in Appendix C, Part 2 (TDCR) did not reveal any significant differences
between the two sets of data. It was therefore considered that no further detailed
examination was required.
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6 OBSERVED MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS
6.1

Dates, Times and Locations

6.1.1

Manual Classified Counts (MCCs) were collected via video survey whereby a camera
was located in a fixed position with a full view of the road link or junction concerned.
From the video the number and classification of vehicles passing this fixed location were
transcribed. The MCC data collected covered a 12-hour duration (07:00 to 19:00).

6.1.2

The Traffic Appraisal Manual suggests that, at the 95% confidence limit, there is an
accuracy of ± 10% for total traffic volumes over a 16-hour count. The errors arising from
MCCs relate to both total flow volumes and the vehicle categorisation. It is suggested
that the categories of light goods vehicles and 2-axle rigid lorries can be a particular
problem and that some accuracies are of the order ± 37%.

6.1.3

The MCCs were placed at the following locations on the dates shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: List of MCCs undertaken in July 2014
Site
ID
1
3
5
6
8
11
16
18
19
20
24
61
64
65
66
67
68
74
10
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

596559 137877
597057 140716
597671 142771
599405 144499
596228 142899
601111 142286
605039 139317
600721 144328
601398 143671
603196 142910
602307 142439
600389 140071
601326 141898
601564 142841
603298 142052
604211 141427
603487 140710
600897 135312
599292 142641
600630 144074
603732 141599
604524 141181
604442 141041
604878 140938
603715 140386
603452 140725

44

602927 140364

Coordinates

Link Name
Woodchurch Road, Sign Post
A28 Ashford Rd, Sign post
Ninn Lane
A20 Maidstone Rd
Bear's Lane
A2042 Beaver Road
Church Lane
A251 Trinity Road
A28 Canterbury Road
A2070 Willesborough Road
A292 Hythe Road
Ashford Road
A2042 Romney Marsh Road
A292 Mace Lane, Sign Post
A2070 Willesborough Rd, sign post
A20 Hythe Road
Church Road
A2070 Hamstreet Bypass
A28 Chart Road/Brookfield Rd Rndbt
M20 Junction 9
M20 Junction 10
A20 Hythe Rd/Highfield Lane
Highfield Lane/Kingsford Street
A20 Hythe Road/Bockham Lane
Highfield Lane/Church Rd/Ch Green
A2070 Bad Munstereifel Rd/Church Rd
A2070 Bad Munstereifel Rd/Waterbrook
Ave
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Date

Type

Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Mon 14/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Thur 03/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Tues 01/07/14
Wed 02/07/14
Wed 02/07/14

CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CLC
CTC
CTC
CTC
CTC
CTC
CTC
CTC
CTC

Wed 02/07/14

CTC
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90

603668 141861

A2070 Bad Munstereifel Rd/Sheepfold
Lane
A2070 Bad Munstereifel Rd/Barrey
Road
Romney Marsh Road/Bad Munstereifel
Rd
A292 Hythe Rd/M20 NB on-slip
A2042/Kimbereley Way/B2229 Norman
Rd
Kennington Rd/The Street

91

601243 141252

Kennington Rd/Yeoman Grdns

45

601537 139999

55

603532 140860

56

600732 140313

57

603337 141937

77

601243 141252

Wed 02/07/14

CTC

Wed 02/07/14

CTC

Wed 02/07/14
Tues 01/07/14

CTC
CTC

Wed 02/07/14
Tues 01/07/14

CTC
CTC

Tues 01/07/14

CTC

Under Type: CLC = Classified Link Count, CTC = Classified Turning Count
6.1.4

Manual Classified Count (MCC) surveys were undertaken for all but two sites on
Tuesday 1st July and Wednesday 2nd July 2015 between the hours of 0700 and 1900.
Site 20 was surveyed on 14th July and Site 10 on 3rd July.

6.1.5

The counts were recorded in 15 minute intervals throughout the 12-hour survey period.
These took two forms, either CLCs (Classified Link Counts) on road links, or CTCs
(Classified Turning Counts) at junctions to derive the turning counts. For both types, the
following vehicle type classifications were recorded:








Cyclists;
Motorcycles and Mopeds;
Cars and Taxis;
Light Goods Vehicles (under 3.5 tonnes);
Other Goods Vehicles 1 (2 or 3 axles rigid);
Other Goods Vehicles 2 (3 or more axles and Arctics);
Public Service Vehicles (Buses and Coaches).

6.2

MCC Counts and Data Cleaning

6.2.1

The MCC counts for each site were analysed to identify any outliers, externally against
local link counts and internally by comparing the pattern of flow within each peak period
against the other.

6.2.2

Appendix D (Part 1) (TDCR) provides a summary of CLC counts by the modelled hours
(AM Peak, Average Peak and Inter Peak) while a more detailed breakdown is provided
for the same three modelled hourly periods in Appendix D (Part 2) (TDCR) for each of
the junctions surveyed using a CTC.

6.2.3

Overall, the results indicate that junction throughput in the AM and PM peaks is
generally similar, although marginally higher in the PM peak period. The total number
of vehicles in the Interpeak is less than that of the AM and PM peak periods, as would
be expected (see Figure 6.1 for summary of junction movements by time period).
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Figure 6.1: Total Junction Movements by Time Period
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The Heavy Vehicle proportion as a percentage of total traffic is also shown for each site
in Appendix D (Parts 1 and 2) (TDCR). Table 6.2 indicates that the percentage of light
(and therefore commercial) vehicles increases relative to the percentage of cars in the
Interpeak period compared to the AM and PM peak periods. The percentage of goods
vehicles decreases throughout the day, while the percentages of buses and motorcycles
are constant throughout the day. A minimal number of cyclists were observed
throughout the day; as a result the percentage rounds to zero.

Table 6.2: Summary of MCC vehicle Proportions by Time Period
Peak

Car

LGV

OGV1

OGV2

PSV

M/C

Cycle

Total

AM

84%

9%

3%

1%

1%

1%

0%

100%

Inter

82%

11%

3%

1%

1%

1%

0%

100%

PM

87%

9%

1%

1%

1%

1%

0%

100%

6.2.5

Where possible the ATC and MCC data were compared to provide a consistency check.
Count sites that are immediately adjacent or otherwise close to each other were used.
Where possible counts were compared for the same date; where a comparative date
was not available a corresponding day from the ATC survey was matched against that
for the MCC survey data.

6.2.6

The criteria used were based on guidelines provided in DMRB 12, which is referenced
in IAN106/08. This states that ATCs are generally accurate to within +/-5% and MCCs
to within +/-10% (both at the 95% confidence interval). This means that when comparing
ATC sites with each other there may reasonably be up to a 10% variance; when
comparing ATCs and MCCs, a 15% variance; and when comparing one MCC with
another MCC, up to a 20% variance. Based on these criteria the results are discussed
below.
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6.2.7

Table 6.3 below contains a list of comparable ATC and MCC sites.

Table 6.3: List of Comparable ATC and MCC Sites
MCC / ATC Sites
MCC Site
ATC Site ID
ID
1
1
3
3
5
5
8
8
11
11
16
16
18
18NB
18
18SB
19
19
24
24
61
61
64
64
65
65
66
66
10 Arm A
10
41 Arm C
32
42 Arm A
68
42 Arm C
14
44 Arm C
31
56 Arm C
28
56 Arm D
62
57 Arm B
34
77 Arm D
63

Link Name
Woodchurch Road
A28 Ashford Rd
Ninn Lane
Bear's Lane
A2042 Beaver Road
Church Lane
A251 Trinity Road NB
A251 Trinity Road SB
A28 Canterbury Road
A292 Hythe Road
Ashford Road
A2042 Romney Marsh Road
A292 Mace Lane
A2070 Willesborough Rd
A28 Chart Road
A20 Hythe Road
Church Road
Cheeseman's Green Lane
Waterbrook Avenue
Romney Marsh Road
Malcolm Sargent Road
A292 Hythe Road
B2229 Norman Road

6.2.8

A comparison across all sites revealed that there was a 4% difference between the MCC
total and ATC total over the 12-hour survey period. Of the 24 directional counts, 15 were
identified as having hourly counts which failed to meet the DMRB criterion and 25% of
these had more than three hourly totals that failed to meet the criterion.

6.2.9

At the majority of sites this variation occurs within the peak periods where the shortfall
may be attributable to traffic queuing across the ATC tubes. The strategy adopted to
address this shortfall was to:


Identify the absolute difference between the MCC and ATC counts at all
comparable sites;



Calculate the percentage difference that the absolute difference represents as a
proportion of the MCC total;



Where the percentage difference was ≥10% and the absolute difference was ≥
50, or where the percentage difference was > 15%, and these differences are
matched against the disparity between the MCC and the AWT counts then the
corresponding hourly ATC totals for these sites will be factored according to the
proportional difference between the MCC and ATC.
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6.2.10

The rationale for these two selection criteria are that, while the DMRB criterion is the
ultimate arbiter, the impact of a difference in counts would be greatest at sites where
the throughput is high and, therefore, these need to meet a higher standard.

6.2.11

A more detailed Technical Note which describes individual site comparisons and actions
taken is provided in Appendix D, Part 3 (TDCR).
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B – Local Model Validation Report (LMVR) (Oct 2015):
Section 4……….……………………………………………………………………….………27 – 33
Section 6.1 – 6.16……………………………………………………………………………..34 – 48
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4 KEY FEATURES OF THE MODEL
4.1
4.1.1

Study Area
The M20 model study area displayed in Figure 4-1 covers South East England and
extends from Folkestone to north of Maidstone, including the towns of Ashford,
Hastings, Royal Tunbridge Wells and Canterbury. This area encompasses the major
north west-south east M20 route and other significant highways including A28, A2070,
A259, A20 and A229 connecting towns adjacent to the M20.

Figure 4-1: Study Area between J2 and J13 of M20

4.2

Fully Modelled Area and External Area

4.2.1

The simulation and buffer areas are illustrated in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. The
simulation network incorporates the M20 J9 to J10 and ‘A’ roads and local roads within
about a 5km radius of Junction 10, including the A2070, A2042, A28 and B2229.

4.2.2

The buffer area extends beyond the simulation area covering the M20 motorway and ‘A’
road network stretching to Margate in the south east, to Maidstone in north east, to
Hastings and Polgate in the south west and to Uckfield in the west.
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Figure 4-2: Overall Study Area between J2 and J13 of M20

Figure 4-3: Study Area in vicinity of J9, 10 and 11 of M20
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Zoning System

4.3.1

For the purposes of the new modelling, a combination of administrative boundaries, lower
super-output areas (LSOAs) close to the simulation area and districts in the external
areas were used. The highway zoning system consists of 200 zones: 17 are development
zones, 125 zones cover Ashford, 34 zones cover the rest of Ashford District, the rest of
the SE is represented by 20 zones, 2 zones cover London, and the rest of GB is split into
two zones.

4.3.2

The zoning in the simulation area is shown in Figure 4-4 with the network overlaid.

Figure 4-4: Zoning in Simulation Area

4.4

Time Periods

4.4.1

The Model Base Year has been set as June 2014 as this covers most of the observed
data available.

4.4.2

According to WebTAG guidance, variable demand models are required to employ a ‘fully
modelled area’ defined as ‘the area in which both routing and demand responses to the
scheme being assessed are expected to occur’1. To accord with this requirement the
model should be capable of forecasting the impacts of the proposed schemes on the M20
motorway itself, as well as on the wider highway network.
1

WebTag Unit 3.10.2 “Variable Demand Modelling – Scope of the Model” (para. 1.2)
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4.4.3

The main highway modelling task undertaken is the update and validation of the above
mentioned cordon to represent peak hour periods as:


AM Peak – 0800-0900;



Interpeak – Average Hour for period between 1000 and 1600; and



PM Peak – 1700-1800.

4.4.4

It has become relatively common practice also to create pre-peak hour models, where
traffic volumes in these ‘shoulder’ hours preceding the standard peak hours are of a
similar magnitude to those hours. If the pre-peak hours are relatively busy, it can result
in queues forming by the end of these periods which add to the volume of traffic that is
occurring during the peak hours.

4.4.5

To determine this a review of traffic count data was undertaken for the 0700-0800 v 08000900 and 1600-1700 v 1700-1800 hours. This indicated that the AM 0700-0800 volumes
were approximately 83% of those in the 0800-0900 hour and that the 1600-1700 were
approximately 89% of those in the PM peak hour. It was therefore decided to incorporate
these hours in the modelling process. However these two hours are not calibrated or
validated in their own right, and make use of un-amended networks from the
corresponding peak hours. They simply act as a pre-load to ‘prime’ the main modelled
hour flows by allowing for any carried-over queues.

4.5

User Classes

4.5.1

The resultant purposes/user classes are presented in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Model User Classes, Segmentation and Vehicle Groups
User Class

Vehicle
Group

1

1

Light vehicles (Cars and LGVs) Home based Employer’s Business

2

1

Light vehicles Home based Work

3

1

Light vehicles Home based Other

4

1

Light vehicles Non Home based Business

5

1

Light vehicles Non Home based Other

6

2

HGVs

4.5.2

4.6
4.6.1

Purpose/Segmentation

The vehicle group indicator relates specifically to the matrix calibration/estimation
process.

Assignment Methodology
Assignment of trips to the highway network was undertaken using a user-equilibrium
assignment according to the first of Wardrop's principles, assumed to govern the routes
chosen by drivers travelling from a given origin to a given destination.
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4.6.2

2

This principal of equilibrium is such that: ‘The journey times on all the routes actually used
are equal, and less than those which would be experienced by a single vehicle on any
unused route’2.

Wardrop (1952) Some Theoretical Aspects of Road Traffic Research

4.6.3

User-equilibrium, as implemented in SATURN version 11.3.07K, is based on the FrankWolfe algorithm, which employs an iterative process based on successive all-or-nothing
assignments to generate a set of combined flows on links that minimise an objective
function. The travel costs are recalculated at each iteration and then compared to those
from the previous iteration. The process is terminated when costs obtained from
successive iterations do not change significantly. At this point, the model is said to have
converged to a pre-defined degree.

4.6.4

Furthermore, to speed the assignment process the ‘Spider option’ (aggregating the
network prior to assignment) was used.

4.7

Generalised Cost Formulations and Parameter Values

4.7.1

The cost of travel is expressed in terms of generalised cost, which combines time and
money, using a specified ‘value of time’ to convert money into time separately for each
defined journey purpose. SATURN employs two parameters: pence per minute (PPM)
and pence per kilometre (PPK), and calculates generalised cost in minutes as: Time +
PPK/PPM x Distance + toll (pence)/PPM (although in practice there are no tolled roads
in the M20 J10a model network).

4.7.2

Values of PPK and PPM were calculated following advice in WebTAG Unit A1.1 (version
published Nov 2014), separately for each of the six user-classes. Table 4-2 shows these
values for each of the three time periods modelled.

Table 4-2: Values of Time and Vehicle Operating Cost for all User Classes and Time
Periods
AM PEAK
User Class

INTERPEAK

PM PEAK

PPM

PPK

PPM

PPK

PPM

PPK

Light vehicles Home based
Employer’s Business

44.78

12.99

42.24

13.11

44.07

12.90

Light vehicles Home based
Work

13.52

6.86

13.41

6.91

13.23

6.88

Light vehicles Home based
Other

17.09

6.85

17.79

6.85

18.38

6.83

Light vehicles Non Home
based Business

36.61

13.63

37.35

13.52

33.17

13.83

Light vehicles Non Home
based Other

17.25

6.81

16.94

7.11

17.54

7.06

HGVs

20.90

42.93

20.90

42.93

20.90

42.93
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Model Structure
M20 Model Components

4.8.1

The M20 J10a multi-modal transport model contains all the principal traveller responses
to policies or schemes such as route or destination change, switching between car and
public transport and changes in frequency of trip-making. It also allows the demand
forecasting procedure to produce demand for the corresponding model years 2018, 2023
and 2033 based on the growth factors from the Base Year extracted from NTEM v6.2.

4.8.2

The detailed highway assignment (supply) model operates on origin-destination (OD)
matrices. The highway models represent the peak hour within the AM Peak and PM Peak
periods, and the average hour within the Interpeak period. Additionally an independent
PT model was built in EMME3 to generate the fixed PT fares and journey time matrices
needed by the demand model. The PT models represent the average hour for the AM
Peak (0700-1000), Interpeak (1000-1600) and PM Peak (1600-1900) periods. The supply
models are used to test changes in the availability of infrastructure and services, which
may affect journey time and travel cost. The resultant highway costs (the PT costs being
demand-independent) are then passed to the demand response model to predict
changes in demand and travel behaviour.

4.8.3

The M20 J10a demand model operates on hourly period OD matrices. The output
highway trip matrices from the demand model are then re-assigned to the highway
networks to obtain the revised highway travel costs. The process is repeated until
satisfactory convergence is achieved as defined in WebTAG Unit M2.

4.8.4

The ‘subservient’ PT model has been built in EMME3. The demand model is implemented
in DIADEM, while the highway model is implemented in SATURN. The DIADEM software
has been developed to permit the highway assignments to be run in SATURN as an
integral part of the process.

4.8.5

The development of the highway model is detailed in this report, while a brief description
of the public transport and demand models is given below.
Demand Model

4.8.6

The development of the demand model is described in separate report:


4.8.7

Demand Model Development and Validation, June 2015.

In accordance with WebTAG advice, the M20 DIADEM demand model is of the logit type,
operating incrementally on the 2014 base year forecasts on each time period’s origindestination matrices. An application of NTEM trip-end growth factors provides the
‘Reference’ trips for highway and PT for a particular year that would result from changes
in land use if generalised costs were to remain unchanged from the base year. The M20
demand model then pivots off the ‘Reference Case’ forecasts to derive the DM scenarios,
before pivoting off the DM scenarios to derive the DS scenarios.
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The demand model structure is in line with the WebTAG Unit M2 recommendations and
includes the following responses:


Trip frequency (least sensitive);



Mode choice;



Destination choice; and



Route Choice (assignment).

There is no period choice model as constructing such a model as part of realism testing
for the Demand Model was considered inappropriate, due to the risk of unintentional
distortion of the validated time-period OD matrices. Demand responses are modelled for
mainland Great Britain with the exception that intrazonal trips are excluded.
Public Transport Assignment model

4.8.10 The development of the public transport assignment model used to supply the PT travel
times and fares is described as a small section of the separate report:


Demand Model Development and Validation Report, June 2015.

4.8.11 This supplies, for all time periods and model years, travel time matrices and fare matrices
used as fixed inputs to the DIADEM demand model.
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6 NETWORK DEVELOPMENT
6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

Section 2 of this report outlined the requirements for the M20 J10a traffic model stating
that three time periods are modelled. For each of these time periods it was necessary to
develop a representative highway network.

6.1.2

In developing the June 2014 networks the existing M20 J10a 2012 Base Year model was
taken as the starting point. As with all traffic assignment models, there are two main
components of development: firstly to define the network representing roads and
junctions and their connections to zones representing homogenous areas of land-use;
the secondly to develop the trip matrices representing numbers of journeys between
zones of origin and destination.

6.1.3

This section describes the improvements made to the 2012 network to be representative
of 2014.

6.2

Link Network Development

6.2.1

The 2012 model coverage was restricted to the immediate Ashford area. The whole
network was coded in SATURN simulation mode, i.e. with junctions coded in detail. For
the purposes of the updated modelling it was required that route choice should be
incorporated for longer-distance traffic and hence the network was extended to include
major routes feeding into the Ashford area.

6.2.2

As there was no requirement to represent this ‘strategic’ network in detail the majority of
the extended network was coded in SATURN ‘buffer’ format in which roads are
represented by links and junctions are represented by simple ‘nodes’ that connect the
links. The majority of the new buffer network was taken from the existing Long Distance
Model (LDM) network for the Kent and East Sussex areas.

6.2.3

As well as the increase in geographical coverage of the model by the addition of a ‘buffer’
network area the simulation area was also extended to the north and east so that the
proposed M20 J10a scheme is less peripheral in terms of the network, and to better
reflect future development in and around Ashford.

6.2.4

As the LDM network is relatively coarse the buffer network was expanded to increase
connectivity in the transitional area between the extended simulation area and the original
LDM network. The resulting formation of the updated M20 J10a model is shown in Figure
6-1 below.
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Figure 6-1: Map of Network Development

6.2.5

A thorough review of the 2012 Base Year network was undertaken in terms of:
 Coverage;
 Junction type;
 Connectivity;
 Saturation Flows (Links and Turns);
 Link lengths;
 Signal timings;
 Link type;
 Zone Loading;
 Link speed;
 Bus routes and frequencies;
 Link and Turn restrictions.

6.2.6

Link lengths found to be 10% greater than the crow-fly distance between node A and
node B of that link were reviewed against Ordnance Survey data. Lengths were amended
where this difference was found not to be explicable in terms of topology.

6.2.7

Link speeds were initially reviewed against OpenStreetMap data. Where differences were
identified Google ‘streetview’ was then used to check and amend any anomalies.

6.2.8

Link types were reviewed against Ordnance Survey and OpenStreetMap data using the
COBA/11 Road Classes Table (see Appendix B LMVR for description).

6.2.9

Link
restrictions
were
reviewed
against
KCC
freight
gateway
data
(http://freightgateway.co.uk/kent/#) and OpenStreetMap data. Where differences were
identified Google Streetview was then used to check and amend these anomalies.
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6.2.10 Bus coding data were obtained from a review of public transport services in the Ashford
area. Bus routing and services are one of the two major differences that generally occur
between time periods within a network, the other being signal timings. Therefore routings
and frequencies were specified for each of the AM and PM peak hours, whilst an average
of the services occurring between 1000 and 1600 was used in the coding of the interpeak
network.

6.3

Speed Flow Curves

6.3.1

For consistency the speed flow curves from the LDM were adopted for the whole of the
model. The application of speed flow curves (SFCs) was reviewed by link types. Following
this review, SFCs within the network were extensively updated and these are defined in
Appendix C (LMVR).

6.3.2

It was noted that the 2012 network contained a large number of links within the simulation
network that had SFCs appended. As this part of the network includes specific junction
coding and short links, and that SFCs are meant to allow for an element of junction delay,
it was considered that many of these SFCs should be removed to avoid double counting
of delay. The majority of SFCs were therefore removed with the exception of those on
the M20, A2070, A20, A28 and rural roads in the transitional region between simulation
and buffer areas.

6.3.3

It should be noted that due to the nature of the matrices being constructed the only trips
missing from the assigned matrices that might use the coded network are intrazonal trips
for external zones (see Sections 6.7 to 6.16 on building the matrices). The matrices are
therefore as complete as is reasonable and practicable in those regions where SFCs are
being used.

6.4
6.4.1

6.5

Weaving and Merging
SATURN ‘Q’ turn priority markers were coded at merges for grade separated junctions in
the simulation area on both the M20 and A2070. These markers are used to represent
additional delay that occurs at motorway and dual carriageway merges when traffic
volumes exceed a particular volume to capacity ratio threshold, at which flow breakdown
can start to occur due to merging traffic causing mainline traffic to slow down.

Signal Timings

6.5.1

The study area contains 42 signalised junctions. Signal timings for each time period were
provided by KCC for the four MOVA-controlled signal groups at M20 J9 and the five
SCOOT signal groups at Drovers Roundabout. Highways England also provided fixed
time output for the six signal groups at M20 J10.

6.5.2

For the remaining 27 signalised junctions in and around Ashford cycle times, stage
lengths and inter-greens were obtained from signal data provided by KCC. Green times
for each stage/phase were initially set to maximum green time, as outlined in each
junction-specific datasheet. These were amended where required during the calibration
process. Figure 6-2 shows the location of modelled signalised junctions in the Study
Area.
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Figure 6-2: Signalised Junctions within the Study Area

6.6

Network Checks

6.6.1

A review of the network coding was ongoing throughout the modelling process in order
to identify and remove coding errors and warnings. Initially checks were undertaken of
the SATURN output files during the network building process which highlights model
issues and potential inconsistencies. The network review also included the use of satellite
imagery/aerial photography to check network structure, topology and connectivity. Where
the initial network coding appeared to conflict with satellite imagery, either in terms of
layout or number of lanes, re-coding was undertaken to amend this.

6.6.2

Once prior trip demand data were available it was possible to generate assignments and
view the outcomes. From these it was possible to determine where further issues may be
occurring such as abnormal junction delay, odd routing patterns and very low or very high
link volumes.

6.6.3

Further adjustments were therefore undertaken as part of the model calibration process,
including zone loading, signal timings, lane arrangements, saturation flows and link
speeds.
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Vehicle Trip Matrix Development

6.7.1

The matrices were developed based on a procedure that combined observed trip data in
and around the modelled area with synthetic data elsewhere. This procedure maximised
the use of reliable, observed trip data while still generating a set of full OD matrices.

6.7.2

Data from various sources were used in this process, including RSI data, TrafficMaster
data, NTEM data and NTS data.

6.8

Overall Approach
Background

6.8.1

The model update focussed on the development of a robust base year model in line with
current industry standards and good practice, as well as meeting WebTAG requirements.
This in turn implies modelling a current base year with the demand derived from a high
percentage of observed vehicular movements from appropriate data sources, with
emphasis on the core area.

6.8.2

While DMRB guidance Volume 12.1.1 provides advice on creating (highway) demand
matrices, including data collection methods and ways in which to combine data from
differing sources, much of this is now considered a little dated. The DMRB was developed
in the context of highway scheme appraisal and not in the context of wider strategic
models. It generally expects matrices to be built substantially from “observed” data, by
implication roadside interviews, which under present day traffic conditions have become
impracticable and expensive. Further complications arise in the motorway context,
because RSIs are not allowed on the main carriageway. As a consequence it is not
possible to form ‘watertight’ screenlines based on observations alone. In the
circumstances it has become standard practice to build partial matrices and to infill using
synthetic approaches.

6.8.3

In adopting such an approach, however, there is concern that this gives unnecessary and
unreasonable primacy to RSI data at the expense of other possible sources. In addition,
existing practice does not make a clear enough distinction between PA matrix format
(essential for demand forecasting) and OD (as used for assignment). With this in mind, a
methodology was developed for the M6 J10a-13 modelling that followed the general
principles of WebTAG 3.10.2 (NB: the old numbering was in force at the time the earlier
model was developed).

6.8.4

The above procedure has been broadly adopted for the M20 J10a work.
Outline of Procedure

6.8.5

The matrix construction involved five key stages using a combination of TrafficMaster
data, RSI information and traffic counts. It was agreed at the kick-off meeting that it would
not be complemented by mobile phone data. The corresponding freight matrices have
used TrafficMaster, RSIs and DfT’s Base Year Freight Matrices (BYFM).

6.8.6

The car and LGV matrices were developed separately and combined prior to assignment.
The flowchart below describes the process for matrix building. This approach has
previously been used for the M6 J10A-13 model development for the Highways Agency
and peer reviewed by John Bates Services.
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The approach is summarised in Figure 6-3 below3 and may be briefly described as:


Stage 1: An all-day synthetic PA person car-trip demand model is developed for
the required trip purposes using existing model skims and NTEM trip ends. The
deterrence functions are calibrated to trip length distributions (TLD) derived from
NTS data. The resultant sector to sector information is checked against
observations such as JTW Census data and sectorised TrafficMaster data.



Stage 2: An initial split to Time of Day (TOD) matrices is based on NTEM
(outbound) and NTS (return). The TOD PA data is converted to person OD. Then
a process is set up by which this is compared against expanded TOD
RSI/TrafficMaster information including directionality and the observed confidence
interval. The synthetic model is refined if necessary.



Stage 3: The resultant OD matrices are transformed into AM peak, Interpeak
average and PM peak hour vehicle matrices using the average occupancies and
hourly demand proportions extracted from the RSIs.



Stage 4: The final car OD matrices by purpose for the AM Peak, Interpeak
average and PM Peak hours are summed with the equivalent LGV matrices by
purpose generated from the RSI and TrafficMaster data. These matrices are then
merged with the HGV matrices (all purposes) also generated from the RSI and
TrafficMaster data.



Stage 5: The all vehicle/purpose prior matrices (Commuting (car/LGV), EB
(car/LGV), Education (car/LGV), Other (car/LGV) and HGVs) are then subject to
WebTAG calibration/validation to produce a final set of calibrated and validated
Base Year matrices. This will include using the M20 J10A model network
assignment and a Matrix Estimation process for each TOD. At this stage, network
corrections may be identified and implemented.

The original construction in the ASR had an iterative stage where Matrix Estimation was
applied after Stage 3 and adjustments made applied to the post-gravity model matrices,
after which Stages 1 to 3 were re-run. Following discussions it was agreed that for this
model the benefits of the iterative process were outweighed by the increase in processing
time that would result from the procedure.

Note that the figure simplifies the procedure by omitting some of the detail, in particular the treatment of trip
purposes and time periods
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Figure 6-3: Approach to Developing the Base Year Matrices (Simplified)

6.8.9

Each of the stages presented above is described in more detail in the subsequent
sections, as well as the processing of the observed RSI movements.
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Partial Trip Matrices from TrafficMaster Data Collection
The TrafficMaster data was supplied as a set of true OD observed trips. This dataset was
formed of all trips observed over the course of a 12 month period that had passed through
a network covering the central area of the model. The network observed is shown in
Figure 6-4. Each trip was supplied with the vehicle class of the vehicle observed, the
date of the trip, the start and end times of the trip, and the origin and destination of the
trip in Lower Super-Output Area (LSOA) format; or the equivalent for Wales and Scotland.

Figure 6-4: TrafficMaster Observed Network shown against Model Zoning

6.9.2

Since the matrices are weekday matrices, all trips that took place on Saturdays, Sundays
or Bank Holidays were excluded from the dataset. The remaining trips were re-zoned to
the model zoning system, and aggregated by vehicle type, by OD and by TOD of the start
of the trip (AM, IP, PM and OP).

6.9.3

The model zones were split into those that were “internal” to the area covered by the
TrafficMaster network, and those that were “external” to that area.

6.9.4

For all zones the factoring to all-day trip totals was carried out on trip origins only (i.e. it
was assumed that the observed distribution pattern of trips originating in a given zone
was accurate). For internal zones 24hr origin totals were obtained from NTEM (for cars)
and from BYFM (for HGVs and freight LGVs). Non-freight LGV trip origins were assumed
to be a factor of the car origins, the factor being derived by applying the BYFM data to
the latest NTM data.

6.9.5

For external zones, factors by vehicle class were derived for individual links based on
Annual Average Weekday Traffic (AAWT) flows from TRADS sites and other ATCs.
Where no AAWT data were available, the factors for those links where AAWTs existed
were suitably averaged. Data on routing was supplied for some of the trips observed, and
this data was used to translate these link factors to zonal origin factors.
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6.9.6

For all zones the same factor was applied to all trips of a given vehicle class, irrespective
of TOD or destination. In general each of the three vehicle classes had their own factor
for a given origin zone.

6.10 Partial Trip Matrices from RSI Surveys
6.10.1 A set of partial observed matrices was built from the available RSI data for the AM, IP
and PM peak periods4, separately for outward and return journeys. This equates to six
Production/Attraction (PA) matrices, two for each Home-Based (HB) purpose, as well as
three OD/PA matrices for each Non-Home-Based (NHB) purpose. These were produced
with the corresponding variances calculated using standard methodology5 based on
expansion factor F, observed sample x, and hence expanded sample X=xF. Then the
associated variance is estimated by xF(F-1) or equivalently X(F-1).
6.10.2 For three of the four sites, expansion factors were calculated using the ATC totals and
MCC vehicle splits. For the remaining site only MCC data were available, so the ATC
AAWT was estimated using the weighted average of the ATC to MCC totals from the
other three sites, and the MCC vehicle class ratios were then used to split this total into
vehicle classes for use in calculating the expansion factors.
6.10.3 The data on occupancies per interviewed vehicle were used to construct vehicle
occupancy factors for car trips by purpose and TOD. Table 6-1 summarises these values.
Table 6-1: RSI Vehicle Occupancies (Cars)
Time Period
Trip Purpose
AM

IP

PM

12hr Average

Home Based Employers
Business

1.000

1.084

1.000

1.050

Home Based Work

1.138

1.165

1.148

1.146

Home Based Other

1.548

1.646

1.666

1.631

Non-Home Based EB

1.215

1.330

1.151

1.295

Non-Home Based Other

1.373

1.442

1.519

1.443

6.10.4 For use in the gravity model this data was further processed in PA format. RSI survey
data are generally sparse at the individual cell level. In order to avoid issues of lumpiness,
the data were aggregated to a sector system. The sector system was designed to
maximise the detail of the observed data in the core area, and consisted of Ashford town,
Ashford District (inside the area covered by the TrafficMaster data collection network),
and the rest of GB. The aggregated trip matrices were used to supply the model
processing with the expected purpose-split proportions for trips within, to and from the
Ashford area.

4
5

Note that OP (Off-peak, 1900-0700) RSI data was not collected
Approach used in DfT’s ERICA software
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6.10.5 The RSI data were also used to update the TrafficMaster matrices, described above. For
this purpose it was necessary to process the data in OD format. Trips in the non-observed
direction were calculated by transposing the matrix, assuming that tours with an observed
trip in the AM or PM peaks had a non-observed trip in the other peak, and using the ATCs
and MCCs for the non-observed direction to construct expansion factors as above. The
expanded observed and non-observed matrices covering all trips in each time period
were summed and net expansion factors derived for each observed flow. Deriving the
variances as above, a range of twice the standard deviation was used to define lower and
upper bounds on the observed data in the RSI partial matrices.
6.10.6 As the TrafficMaster matrices for car trips covered all purposes it was necessary to first
apply factors to split them into trips by purpose and TOD. Trip proportions by purpose
and TOD were calculated for the same sectoring used above from the OD data. These
sector-sector ratios were applied to the TrafficMaster matrices. For LGVs and HGVs the
TrafficMaster matrices were kept at an all-purpose level, and the RSI matrices were
aggregated to an all-purpose level for comparison.
6.10.7 Where a cell value in the TrafficMaster matrices fell outside the RSI bounds the value
was adjusted to the nearest bound. Where the RSI matrices observe trips that were not
observed in the TrafficMaster dataset the expanded RSI value was used. In all other
cases the TrafficMaster cell values fell within the bounds of the RSI data, or there were
no RSI data to compare against, and in these cases the TrafficMaster trip volumes were
left alone.

6.11 Stage 1: Trip Synthesis and Gravity Model
6.11.1 The gravity model was developed on a 24hr, 2014, average weekday basis. For the
construction of the gravity model, five car purposes were considered:


Home Based Employer’s Business (HBEB);



Home Based Work (HBW);



Home Based Other (HBO);



Non-Home Based Employer’s Business (NHBEB); and



Non-Home Based Other (NHBO).

6.11.2 Car mode trip ends were derived from TEMPRO v6.2, with the fifteen NTEM purposes
suitably aggregated to the required five car purposes. Generalised costs were obtained
using initial runs of the M20 J10a model to generate time and distance skims, which were
then combined with the latest WebTAG parameters for Value of Time (VOT) and Vehicle
Operating Costs (VOC).

(

k
j



Ci
k
fk
Dj
k
Oi
k
Bj
k
Ai

k

j
Ti

6.11.3 For purpose k, denote generalised costs for each zone pair ij as Cijk, productions at zone
i as Oik, attractions at zone j as Djk, and trips from zone i to j as Tijk. For each purpose,
define a deterrence function fk(C). Then Tijk is given by:
)

where Aik and Bjk are balancing factors calculated iteratively to ensure the production
and attraction constraints.
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6.11.4 For each purpose, the deterrence function was determined by calibrating against the Trip
Length Distribution (TLD) derived from NTS data (2002-2012). The NTS data has been
processed to give proportions of demand across sixteen unequal distance bands (e.g. 00.5, 0.5-1, 1-2, 2-3.5, 3.5-5 km etc.) for each purpose. Calibration was undertaken by
systematically varying the parameters of the deterrence function to obtain the best fit
using standard chi square goodness-of-fit statistics. It was found that the gamma function
was the best for all purposes. This function involves two parameters.
6.11.5 Due to the very large size of some of the external zones (and the consequent distortion
of the TLD for trips to/from such zones), it was decided to exclude external to external
movements from the calibration. Therefore, in calculating the goodness-of-fit for the TLD,
only trips that had at least one end within the TrafficMaster cordon were included.
Although this process has the potential risk of distorting the TLD, it was deemed that the
alternative would artificially inflate the trip volumes in the longer distance bands which
would result in a greater risk of TLD distortion.
6.11.6 Data were available, as described above, at a highly aggregated sector level, describing
the expected purpose-split of trips. Additionally, the factored 24hr TrafficMaster matrices
(pre-RSI adjustment) were aggregated to a less aggregate sector system. While these
are OD matrices it was deemed that at a sector-sector level the 24hr OD totals would be
similar to the 24hr PA totals.
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6.11.7 It was decided to calibrate the demand to these data, and this was achieved by standard
multiplicative ‘K-factors’, separately for each purpose k for all zones i and j in regions I
and J:
)

6.11.8 The estimation of K-factors to adjust the purpose-split was undertaken iteratively. At each
iteration the sector-sector pair (using the 3-sector system, and excluding externalexternal movements) with the worst purpose-split was adjusted. For each purpose a Kfactor was constructed as the ratio between the current number of trips for that purpose
and the expected number given the total number of trips across all purposes and the RSI
purpose-split. This resulted in five purpose-specific K-factors which were each applied to
all relevant OD pairs for that particular purpose. This process was repeated until either a
pre-determined level of goodness-of-fit was achieved or until a set number of iterations
had been run.
6.11.9 The estimation of K-factors to adjust the total trip volumes was also undertaken iteratively:
at each iteration, the worst fitting sector-sector movement (using a 17-sector system, and
again excluding external-external movements) was corrected by calculating the relevant
K-factor as the ratio of required demand to the modelled demand (across all purposes).
This K-factor was applied to all relevant OD pairs for all purposes. This process was
repeated until either a pre-determined overall level of goodness-of-fit was achieved or a
set number of iterations had been run.
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6.12 Stage 2: Split to TOD Matrices and Merge with Observed Car Movements
6.12.1

Data on PA trips by purpose and TOD were extracted from NTEM and processed to the
model zoning. Following a review of the data it was confirmed that for Home Based
purposes these data gave the outbound legs of tours. For each of the purposes the total
productions by purpose were used to calculate the zonal proportions of the PA trips took
place in each of the time period (AM, IP, and PM). For a given production zone and
purpose the same factor was applied to trips to/from all attraction zones.

6.12.2

For the Non-Home Based purposes PA and OD generate identical matrices, so these
time period factors were applied to the 24hr matrices generated by the gravity model to
generate the three time period matrices.

6.12.3

For the Home Based purposes the three time period factors were used to generate the
matrices of outbound trips for that purpose in the AM Peak, IP and PM Peak. Subtracting
these matrices from the 24hr total generated the OP matrix of outbound trips.

6.12.4

The DIADEM User Manual Appendix C (LMVR) (DUM AC) gives tables showing the
proportion of Home Based tours that have outbound and return trips across all of the
possible combinations of time periods. There is one table for each of HBEB, HBW and
HBO. In order to apply these proportions to generate the matrices of return trips, the
matrices of outbound trips must first be transposed. This generates four matrices which
between them contain all return trips across the 24hr period; however only a certain
proportion of the outbound trips in each TOD generate a return trip in the same TOD.
Consequently, using the factors in the tables from DUM AC, for each of the transposed
matrices the proportion of these return trips that take place in the AM, IP and PM were
calculated. Applying these factors and summing up, the three matrices of return trips for
each purpose were constructed. Summing the outbound and return trip matrices
generated the full trip matrix for each TOD and purpose.

6.12.5

The next step was to merge these purpose/TOD matrices with the RSI/TrafficMaster
matrices. For this step it was assumed that since the RSI/TM matrices contained
observed trips, these values would be more accurate than the synthetic trips from the
gravity model. Consequently the merged matrices contained RSI/TM values in cells
where these were non-zero and gravity model values elsewhere. (In practice it was
noted that the RSI/TM matrices sometimes contained external-external trips which were
extremely unlikely to actually use the internal model network. To cope with this it was
decided to force trips within and between the four zones outside the SE to come from
the gravity model matrices irrespective of the values in these cells in the RSI/TM
matrices).

6.12.6

Note that this merger process means that for almost all OD pairs generating movements
in the vicinity of M20 J10, the car trip data in the prior matrices derives from either the
RSIs or from TrafficMaster, both of which are observed datasets. The use of purely
synthetic data is therefore minimal.
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6.13 Stage 3: Factor to Individual Hour Vehicle Matrices
6.13.1

This involved the application of two separate factors. Firstly the matrices were reduced
to vehicle matrices by application of the RSI-derived occupancy factors in Table 6-1 for
each purpose and TOD.

6.13.2

Next the vehicle matrices (which are still total trips by time period) were reduced to
individual hour matrices. For the Interpeak, average hour matrices were required, so
division by 6 was used. For the AM and PM Peaks, the RSIs were used to generate
purpose/TOD-specific factors. The set of factors used is shown in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2: Car Peak Period to Peak Hr Factors by Purpose
TOD

HBEB

HBW

HBO

NHBEB

NHBO

All

AM

0.4007

0.4342

0.3354

0.1621

0.4029

0.3957

PM

0.2542

0.4295

0.3482

0.2760

0.2939

0.3644

6.14 Freight Trip Matrix Development
6.14.1 Two classes of goods vehicle were considered during matrix construction:


LGVs; and



HGVs.

6.14.2

Under the construction algorithm in the ASR, the LGV matrices are constructed by TOD
and purpose, and then summed with the car matrices output by Stage 3 above. The
HGV matrices are constructed by TOD only.

6.14.3

For cars a synthetic matrix was constructed as above. For LGVs and HGVs the decision
was made to use the existing LDM model LGV and HGV matrices for this purpose.
Processing the LDM Freight Matrices

6.14.4

The LDM matrices have 11 UCs, of which UC9 is LGV, UC10 is OGV1 and UC11 is
OGV2. For the AM Peak and the Interpeak each of these UCs were extracted as square
OD matrices. The LDM was not built to model the PM Peak, so the PM Peak matrices
were constructed by transposing the equivalent AM Peak matrices.

6.14.5

Since the HGV volumes in the LDM matrices are in PCUs, the trip volumes in the OGV1
matrices were reduced by a factor of 2, and the trip volumes in the OGV2 matrices by a
factor of 2.5. The resultant matrices were then summed to generate the matrices of HGV
trips in vehicles.
Merging with RSI/TrafficMaster

6.14.6

The LDM deals with average hour matrices in both peaks. Consequently the LGV and
HGV RSI/TM matrices were processed to average hour volumes in all three TODs
before export.
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6.14.7

The merger process for both vehicle classes was identical to that used for the car
matrices above, with the RSI/TM data used where extant and the LDM data used
elsewhere (except for trips within and between the four non-SE zones where the LDM
data was used regardless of the values in the RSI/TM matrices).

6.14.8

As for the cars, note that this merger process means that for almost all OD pairs
generating movements in the vicinity of M20 J10, the LGV and HGV trip data in the prior
matrices derives from either the RSIs or from TrafficMaster, both of which are observed
datasets.
Processing to Peak Hours and Purposes

6.14.9

In order to be used in the model the average hour matrices for the AM and PM Peaks
for both LGVs and HGVs needed to be transformed into Peak Hour matrices.
Additionally, all LGV matrices needed to be split into purposes.

6.14.10 For the LGVs the RSI data was used to generate purpose-split proportions for the
Interpeak and for the AM Peak and PM Peak hours. This data also enabled peak hour
to peak period proportions for the AM and PM Peak to be determined.
6.14.11 Processing of the LGV matrices involved the application of two ratios. Firstly the
matrices were processed to peak hours (which involved no work for the Interpeak
matrices as they were already the average hour required). Secondly the peak hour
matrices were split into trips by purpose.
6.14.12 The scarcity of HGVs in the RSI dataset meant that the peak hour to peak period ratios
for HGVs in the RSI data were not considered reliable. The ratios were therefore
generated by obtaining through TRADS the July 2014 flows on the on- and off-slips at
M20 J10. The HGV volumes for the three sites that had data were summed, and the
peak hour to peak period ratios generated from these.
6.14.13 The IP HGV matrix was kept unaltered. The AM and PM Peak HGV matrices were
processed to peak hour format using the above ratios.

6.15 Stage 4: Merger to Model Vehicle Classes
6.15.1 The HGV matrices were not processed further. The car and LGV matrices were
combined. For each TOD and purpose the car and LGV matrices were summed.
6.15.2 For each TOD the individual vehicle class and (for light vehicles) purpose matrices were
then stacked to form the multiple User Class matrices used in the assignments.
6.15.3 It was noted that certain external-external movements when assigned to the network
travelled using only centroid connectors (i.e. the routes travelled did not include a network
link). It was agreed that these movements represented routes that would not use the
model network. Consequently they were removed from the trip matrices.
6.15.4 The resultant six user class matrices for each TOD became the Prior Matrices to be
processed through ME.
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6.16 Stage 5: Matrix Estimation
6.16.1 A Matrix Estimation process was applied to the resultant matrices, separately for each
TOD. The description of this process and the adjustments resulting can be found in
Section 9 (LMVR).
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APPENDIX C

Appendix C – AECOM Technical Note 03 ‘Uncertainty Log’ (TN03) (Oct 2015):
Table 4.1 of the AECOM TN03……….…..…………………………………..……….…………50
Table 7.1 of the AECOM TN03……….…..…………………………………..……….……51 – 52
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AECOM TN03
Table 4.1 – Summary of Uncertainty Log Developments
Scheme
Ref

Schemes

Dwellings

Jobs

Assumed
Completion
Year

Certainty

1

Cheeseman’s Green

1,100

500

2031

Near Certain

2

Chilmington Green

3,200

1,000

2031

Near Certain

3

Conningbrook

2021

Near Certain

4

Designer Outlet Centre

5

Eureka Park

6

Jemmett Road

7

3rd Urban Extension/Post 2017
Urban Allocations

300
971

2021

More Than Likely

4,424

2026

Reasonably
Foreseeable

154

2021

More Than Likely

3,000

2031

More Than Likely

2031

Reasonably
Foreseeable

3rd Urban Extension/Post 2017
Urban Allocations

1,800

8A

Newtown Road (Phase 1)

108

8B

Newtown Road (Phases 2-4)

317

9

Orbital Park

10

Repton Park

11A

Sevington (Phase 1)

Near Certain

2021

More Than Likely

850

2016

More Than Likely

2021

Near Certain

1,275

2016

More Than Likely

1,225

2019

Hypothetical

502

2031

More Than Likely

417

2031

Near Certain

787

2031

Reasonably
Foreseeable

21

2016

Reasonably
Foreseeable

2021

More Than Likely

650

11B

Sevington (Phase 2)

12

Town Centre

13A

Waterbrook (Phase 1 waiting
approval)

13B

Waterbrook (Phase 2)

13C

Waterbrook (Phase 1
approved)

14

Willsborough Lees

260

15

Charter House

344

16

Windfall - Jobs

16

Windfall - Dwellings
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AECOM TN03
Table 7.1 – Transport Schemes Uncertainty Log
Scheme Ref

Schemes

Development
Association

Assumed
Completion
Year

Certainty

Highways 1

Sevington Link Road with
A2070

Sevington

2016

Scheme part of
the Do-Something
Realistic
Scenario.

Highways 2

Sevington Development
Access (i.e. the M20 J10a
scheme)

Sevington

2018

Scheme part of
the Do-Something
Realistic
Scenario.

Highways 3

Original Bellamy Furner
Scheme

Cheeseman’s Green

2018

Near Certain

Highways 4

Cheeseman’s Green
Development Access

Cheeseman’s Green

2016

Near Certain

Highways 5

Willsborough Lees
Development Access

Willsborough Lees

2016

More than Likely

Highways 6

Newtown Road Development
North Access

Newton Road

2021

More than Likely

Highways 7

Newtown Road Development
South Access (Phase 1)

Newton Road

2016

Near Certain.

Highways 8

Newtown Road Development
South Access (Phase 2)

Newton Road

2021

More than Likely

Highways 9

Designer Outlet Development
Road Improvement

Designer Outlet

2016

More than Likely

Highways 10

Jemmett Road Development
Access

Jemmett Road

2016

More than Likely

Highways 11

Scheme completed and
included in base year model

Highways 12

Conningbrook Development
Access

Conningbrook

2016

Near Certain

Highways 13

Repton Park Development
Access

Repton Park

2015

Near Certain

Highways 14

Chilmington Green
Development – Northern
Access on to A28

Chilmington Green

2018

Near Certain

Highways 15

Chilmington Green
Development – Priority Access
on to A28

Chilmington Green

2018

Near Certain

Highways 16

Chilmington Green
Development – Southern
Access on to A28

Chilmington Green

2024

Near Certain

Highways 17

Chilmington Green
Development – Coulter
Rd/Cuckoo Rndbt Access

Chilmington Green

2027

Near Certain

Highways 18

Chilmington Green
Development – Internal
Network

Chilmington Green

2018-2027

Near Certain

Highways 19

Tank Roundabout

Chilmington Green

2020

Near Certain
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Highways 20

Louden Way

Chilmington Green

2027

Near Certain

Highways 21

Matalan Roundabout

Chilmington Green

2018

Near Certain

Highways 22

Warren Park And Ride

No specific development
linkage

2023

Hypothetical

Highways 23

Waterbrook Park & Ride

No specific development
linkage

N/A

Hypothetical – but
to be excluded
from scenarios.

Highways 24

Chilmington Park & Ride

No specific development
linkage

N/A

Hypothetical – but
to be excluded
from scenarios.

Highways 25

SMARTLINK

No specific development
linkage

N/A

Hypothetical – but
to be excluded
from scenarios.

Highways 26

Bus Hub

No specific development
linkage

N/A

Hypothetical – but
to be excluded
from scenarios.

Highways 27

Bespoke Bus Service
Improvements

No specific development
linkage

Ongoing

Near Certain

Highways 28

Kennington Circle North

No specific development
linkage

N/A

Hypothetical – to
be included if A28
congestion deems
its requirement.
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APPENDIX D
Appendix D – Traffic Forecasting Report (TFR) (Feb 2016):
Section 3…..…………………………….……………………………….……….……….……54 – 60
Section 4.1 – 4.3……….……………….……………………………….…….………….……61 – 71
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3 FORECAST NETWORK DEVELOPMENT
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

The development of the new traffic assignment model networks began with the 2014
Base Year model. The DS scheme to be tested with this model is based on a new gyratory
over the Motorway, to the west of Mersham, approximately 700m east of the existing
Junction 10. The scheme includes 2 bridges over the Motorway, each carrying 3 traffic
lanes; 4 new slip roads to cater for all movements to and from the Motorway; removal of
the existing east facing slip roads at Junction 10; a new footbridge across the Motorway,
and demolition of one residential property and three business properties.

3.1.2

For each future year (2018, 2023 and 2033), networks were produced for the AM Peak,
Interpeak and PM Peak.

3.1.3

This section describes how the DM and DS networks were developed considering the
latest WebTAG guidance and discusses the assignment procedures used. It includes the
treatment of uncertainty in model forecasting suggested by WebTAG Unit M4 as this
“should form the basis for a full appraisal”.

3.2

Do Minimum Network Development

3.2.1

It is logical to expect that improvements will be provided to the transport network across
the country over the years to adapt to the latest traffic conditions. Hence, in addition to
the M20 J10a improvement, other improvement schemes also need to be included in the
model, as they might provide time savings and other potential rerouting opportunities that
could change the traffic patterns currently observed on the network.

3.2.2

AECOM gathered information from various sources with regard to schemes (for both
highway and public transport) that are likely to be carried out within the cordoned area of
the M20 Model. These included the schemes implemented in previous versions of the
model, Local Authority websites and Regional Funding Allocation progress letters
published by the DfT.

3.2.3

Furthermore, as the proposals or schemes to be added to the road network are varying
in terms of start and completion dates, it was necessary to identify the most likely opening
year of each of these schemes, so that they could be introduced in the three model years
proposed, namely 2018, 2023 and 2033.

3.2.4

WebTAG Unit M4 states that the conventional modelling approach has not always fully
taken into account in project appraisal such issues as the uncertainty in scheme
forecasting arising from planning and land-use considerations and uncertainties over
demographic, economic GDP and behavioural trends.

3.2.5

The guidance therefore recommends the construction of a core scenario and a minimum
of two alternative scenarios or sensitivity tests. The core scenario and sensitivity tests are
developed based upon an ‘uncertainty log’ which assesses the likelihood of other road
schemes being delivered. Table 3.1 below shows the four categories of uncertainties
used therein (copied from WebTAG Unit M4):
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Table 3.1: Assessment of Uncertainty: Classification of Future Inputs
Probability of
the Input
Near certain

More than likely

Description

Status

The outcome will
happen or there is a
high probability that it
will happen.
The outcome is likely
to happen but there is
some uncertainty.

- Intent announced by proponent to
regulatory agencies.
- Approved development proposals.
- Projects under construction.
- Submission of planning or consent
application imminent.
- Development application within the consent
process.
- Identified within a development plan.
- Not directly associated with the transport
strategy or scheme, but may occur if the
strategy or scheme is implemented.
- Development conditional upon the transport
strategy or scheme proceeding.
- Or, a committed policy goal, subject to tests
(e.g. of deliverability) whose outcomes are
subject to significant uncertainty.
- Conjecture based upon currently available
information.
- Discussed on a conceptual basis.
- One of a number of possible inputs in an
initial consultation process.
- Or, a policy aspiration.

Reasonably
foreseeable

The outcome may
happen, but there is
significant uncertainty.

Hypothetical

There is considerable
uncertainty whether
the outcome will ever
happen.

3.2.6

The core scenario assumes that schemes categorised as near certain are delivered, while
sensitivity tests can be assessed by including other categories that have been excluded
in the core scenario. The proposed schemes and their start and completion dates,
including the probability of the input, are summarised in the uncertainty log developed for
this study, presented in Appendix A (TFR).

3.2.7

The more significant proposed highway schemes are also listed in Table 3.2 below:
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Table 3.2: Do Minimum Highways Schemes
Scheme
Ref

Schemes

Scenario

Highways 1

Sevington M20 J10a Link Road with A2070

DS

Completion
Year
2016

Highways 2

Sevington Development Access

Realistic

2019

Highways 3

Original Bellamy Gurner Scheme

All

2018

Highways 4

Cheesemans Green Development Access

All

2016

Highways 5

Willsborough Lees Development Access

All

2016

Highways 6

Newtown Road Development North Access

Realistic

2021

Highways 7

Newtown Road Development South Access
(Phase 1)

All

2016

Highways 8

Newtown Road Development South Access
(Phase 2)

Highways 9

Realistic

2021

Designer Outlet Development Road
Improvement

All

2016

Highways
10

Jemmett Road Development Access

All

2016

Highways
11

Eureka Park Development Access

Optimistic

2021

Highways
12

Conningbrook Development Access

All

2016

Highways
13

Repton Park Development Access

All

2015

Highways
14

Chilmington Green Development - Northern
Access on to A28

All

2018

Highways
15

Chilmington Green Development - Priority
Access on to A28

All

2018

Highways
16

Chilmington Green Development - Southern
Access on to A28

All

2024

Highways
17

Chilmington Green Development - Coulter
Rd/Cockoo Roundabout Access

All

2027

Highways
18

Chilmington Green Development - Internal
Network

All

2018-2027

Highways
19

Tank Roundabout

All

2020

Highways
20

Louden Way

All

2027

Highways
21

Matalan Roundabout

All

2018

3.2.8

To code the core DM scenario, the “near certain” and “more than likely” schemes, shown
in Table 3.2, have been included in the highway networks. It has been noted that some
of these are considered by Ashford Borough Council to be dependent upon the M20 J10a
scheme. These are therefore included in the Realistic Scenario DS only.
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The proposed highways improvements (schemes 14 to 21) to form part of the Chilmington
Green Development include:

A northern and southern roundabout site access junction with the A28 in addition
to a priority junction;

A new Coulter Road mini-roundabout site access junction;

A28 existing junction enhancements – Matalan roundabout, Tank Roundabout
and Louden Way signalised junction.

3.2.10 The Original Bellamy Gurner Scheme (Scheme 3) will, in its current form, include a new
3-arm signalised junction and a large 4-arm signalised junction on the A2070, which will
replace the existing 4-arm roundabout at The Boulevard/Bad Munstereifel Road/
Waterbrook Avenue.
3.2.11 The location of proposed schemes added to the Do Minimum scenario are shown in
Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Location of Proposed Highway Schemes Added to the Do Minimum Scenario

3.3
3.3.1

M20 Junction 10a Network Developments
The scheme consists of a new junction, 10a, with a new dual carriageway link road to the
existing A2070 Southern Orbital Road (Bad Munstereifel Road) and also connections to
the A20 Hythe Road as shown in Figure 3.2 below. The Secretary of State for Transport
announced the Preferred Route in March 2010.
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The scheme in outline comprises the following:

Constructing a new M20 junction 10a, 700 metres south east of Junction 10. The
new junction will include a roundabout over the motorway, new slip roads and a
new link road to the A2070 Bad Munstereifel Road. Junction 10a will be partially
signalised with two 3-lane bridges;

The new A2070/Link Road junction will be in the form of a roundabout;

Incorporating the A20 Hythe Road in the new junction so that the traffic in both
directions would travel via the new roundabout;

A new pedestrian/cycle bridge over the M20 from Kingsford Street to the A20;

Demolishing the existing Highfield Lane Bridge and Church Road footbridge;

A new non-motorised user crossing at Church Road;

Removing the east facing slip roads at the existing junction 10.

Figure 3.2: Location of M20 J10A Improvements

3.4

Highway Assignment Procedures

3.4.1

Assignment of trips to the highway network was undertaken using a user-equilibrium
assignment according to the first of Wardrop's principles, proposed to govern the routes
chosen by drivers travelling from a given origin to a given destination:

3.4.2

‘The journey times on all the routes actually used are equal, and less than those which
would be experienced by a single vehicle on any unused route.’9

6

Wardrop (1952) Some Theoretical Aspects of Road Traffic Research
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3.4.3

User-equilibrium, as implemented in SATURN, is based on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm,
which employs an iterative process based on successive all-or-nothing assignments to
generate a set of combined flows on links that minimise an objective function. The travel
costs are recalculated at each iteration, and then compared to those from the previous
iteration. The process is terminated when costs obtained from successive iterations do
not change significantly. At this point, the model is said to have converged to a predefined degree.

3.4.4

The trip segmentation of the matrices adopted in the model was defined to comply with
the WebTAG requirements, particularly to enable it to test road pricing options. Therefore,
commuting and other car trip purposes were further segmented by income levels resulting
in a total of 6 user classes used in the assignment model. These are presented in Table
3.3.

Table 3.3: Model User Classes, Segmentation and Vehicle Groups
User Class
Vehicle Group Purpose/Segmentation
1
1
Light vehicles (Cars and LGVs) Home based
Employer’s Business
2

1

Light vehicles Home based Work

3

1

Light vehicles Home based Other

4

1

Light vehicles Non Home based Business

5

1

Light vehicles Non Home based Other

6

2

HGVs

3.4.5

The cost of travel is expressed in terms of generalised cost which combines time and
money, using a specified ‘value of time’ to convert money into time separately for each
defined journey purpose. SATURN employs two parameters: pence per minute (PPM)
and pence per kilometre (PPK), and calculates generalised cost in minutes as Time +
PPK/PPM x Distance + toll (pence)/PPM.

3.4.6

The Base Year values of PPK and PPM have been factored to the relevant forecast years
separately for each of the ten user-classes, following advice in WebTAG. Table 3.4
shows these values for each of the three time-periods modelled.
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Table 3.4: Generalised Cost Parameters by User Class and Peak Period for the Various
Forecast Years
Forecast
Year

User
Class

2018

1

48.11

12.20

45.42

12.32

47.35

12.12

2

14.51

5.94

14.41

5.98

14.22

5.95

3

18.25

5.93

18.97

5.93

19.62

5.91

4

39.35

12.82

40.17

12.71

35.66

13.02

5

18.38

5.89

18.09

6.17

18.74

6.12

6

22.51

42.15

22.51

42.15

22.51

42.15

1

52.66

11.85

49.77

11.98

51.83

11.76

2

15.87

5.57

15.77

5.62

15.58

5.59

3

19.80

5.56

20.56

5.56

21.31

5.53

4

43.11

12.55

44.03

12.42

39.08

12.76

5

19.93

5.51

19.65

5.84

20.38

5.78

6

24.72

44.25

24.72

44.25

24.72

44.25

1

63.66

11.72

60.27

11.89

62.67

11.60

2

19.16

5.55

19.05

5.62

18.85

5.57

3

23.50

5.53

24.39

5.53

25.36

5.49

4

52.17

12.60

53.35

12.44

47.33

12.88

5

23.65

5.47

23.40

5.91

24.33

5.83

6

30.07

48.74

30.07

48.74

30.07

48.74

2023

2033

3.5

AM Peak

Inter Peak

PPM

PPK

PPM

PM Peak
PPK

PPM

PPK

Network Checks

3.5.1

A review of the network coding was undertaken throughout the forecasting process, to
identify and correct any coding errors.

3.5.2

In theory, the free flow speed and capacity for a particular link would be the same for any
time period and forecast year assuming the network has not changed from the base year.
For each forecast year and scenario, the network was checked against the base year
network to ensure that changes occurred only at sensible locations (i.e. locations where
new DM or DS schemes had been coded). For these locations both link (speed flow
curves) and junction characteristics (saturation flows) were reviewed. Furthermore, links’
free flow speeds and capacities were compared for the three time periods, to ensure that
the networks were compatible between all time periods. The set of speed flow curves
used is provided in Appendix B (TFR).
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4 FORECAST MATRICES DEVELOPMENT
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This section outlines the process of developing the demand matrices for the forecast
years. The matrices were built separately for each appraised year (i.e. 2018, 2023 and
2033), journey purpose and vehicle type considered in the M20 modelling. The
forecasting procedure was undertaken in two steps, which are summarised as follows:

A development of Reference Case forecasts through the application of demand
growth factors to the validated Base Year demand matrices. These capture the
background growth in trip-making as a result of changes in land-use, household
structure and car ownership assuming the base year generalised cost and value
of time; and

The M20 Variable Demand Model (VDM) was used to derive final demand
forecasts for all appraised scenarios, both with and without the scheme, i.e. DM
and DS. The VDM model was run in conjunction with the M20 assignment models
to balance the demand with the future road and rail capacity available. The
process allowed trips to change their route, destination and mode of travel as well
as a frequency of trip making.

4.1.2

Sections 4.2-4.4 (TFR) provide more detail on the demand forecasting methodology and
assumptions. The resultant future year demand forecasts for the appraised DM and DS
scenarios are summarised in Section 4.5 (TFR).
Future Year “Reference” Trips

4.1.3

The reference case is a demand forecast based on the assumption of no change in
travel costs and conditions from the base year. The “reference case” growth factors
were applied to the validated base matrices to reflect forecast changes in production
and attraction trip ends at the time period level. The factors were calculated separately
for highway and rail, and were applied separately to the matrices for each mode.

4.1.4

In line with WebTAG M4 (sections 3.1, 7.1), the initial growth factors were taken from
NTEM v6.2. These forecasts incorporate the latest data and forecasts on housing
growth, extracted from each District’s Annual Monitoring Report. It also incorporates the
latest forecasts on household and employment growth. Consequently NTEM will
incorporate the expected future variation in trip growth due to variation in both population
and employment.

4.1.5

However, in the event that the trip demand from specific developments is being
modelled explicitly, the guidance is that the Alternative Assumptions process (described
in WebTAG M4 section 7.3 Box 2) should be used to calculate the background growth
with the development demand then being added on top of this.

4.1.6

The process of development of the reference trip forecasts for car and rail employed in
the M20 model is explained in Sections 4.1.7 to 4.1.25 (TFR)..
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Processing of the Highway “Reference” Matrices
4.1.7

The first step in the procedure for constructing the future year reference matrices was
to generate matrices derived solely from expected growth in NTEM and NTM road traffic
forecasts (RTF). These were known throughout this process as the “Unadjusted”
matrices.

4.1.8

The various vehicle classes were processed separately, with factors for car growth
extracted from NTEM, and factors for LGV and HGV growth extracted from NTM RTF.
In order to apply these factors the Light Vehicle purposes needed to be split into cars
and LGVs. This was carried out using factors by purpose and TOD derived from the
RSIs. After the growthing process the resultant car and LGV volumes were summed to
form the five Light Vehicle matrices by purpose.

4.1.9

For each scenario development trip volumes were supplied, as were the underlying
dwelling and employment totals. For developments with specified locations trip
distributions were extracted from suitable zones in the Unadjusted matrices, and
matrices of development demand constructed for each Scenario.

4.1.10

Using the development dwelling and employment totals, and supplied dwellings to
household ratios, suitable NTEM Alternative Assumptions were produced for the Core
and Realistic scenarios (see Section 6.2.4 (TFR) for this definition). Based on the NTEM
outputs with these assumptions, and the Windfall trip demand, adjusted NTEM car
growth factors were generated for each of these two scenarios. These factors were used
in combination with the existing (and unaltered) LGV and HGV growth factors to build
the future year matrices containing only background growth.

4.1.11

The development demand matrices were then summed with the background growth
matrices to generate the initial Reference matrices for each of the two scenarios. For
the Realistic scenario these were also the final Reference matrices.

4.1.12

For the Core scenario it was necessary to cap the car demand growth to NTEM
assumptions. At this stage it was assumed that the development demand calculated
was correct and unreducible. Consequently the reductions in demand necessary
needed to be taken from the background growth matrices. The zonal adjustments to the
total origins and destinations needed to do this were calculated, spreading the impact
across SE Kent in proportion to NTEM-generated demand. Following the application of
these adjustments the capped background growth matrices were summed with the
development demand matrices to generate the final Reference matrices. Note that the
demand reductions generated by the capping process were such that once the
background growth and development demand matrices were summed together, the
total growth across SE Kent matched that expected from NTEM.

4.1.13

For the High and Low growth scenarios the capped Core scenario background growth
matrices were adjusted in accordance with the instructions in WebTAG M4 Section 4.2.
These background growth matrices were summed with the development demand
matrices for these scenarios to generate the final Reference matrices.
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Growth Factors for Goods vehicles
4.1.14

Growth factors for LGVs and HGVs were obtained from the latest National Transport
Model (NTM) road traffic forecasts (RTF 2013). The NTM provides expected growth
rates of traffic by vehicle type and by area in England, and for Wales. The forecasts
reflect changing population and employment patterns, changing levels of income,
location of housing and employment sites, car ownership and social trends. Currently
the NTM forecasts are available up to 2040.

4.1.15

For those years where there was no explicit data, values were interpolated using the
assumption that the proportional growth year on year between the given start and end
dates was constant.

4.1.16

The latest NTM forecasts do not contain Scotland. However, Scotland is contained in
the same highway zone as Wales and all of England north of a line running East-West
between London and the Bristol Channel. For this model it was felt that growth factors
derived from an aggregate region covering all of England and Wales bar London, the
South-East and the South-West would be sufficiently accurate.

4.1.17

The resulting growth factors for HGVs were applied at an aggregate level of
segmentation to trip ends of the 2014 base HGV matrices. The factored trip ends were
then Furnessed to form the future year demand matrices for 2018, 2023 and 2033
forecast years. The overall growth was constrained to the number of attraction trips.

4.1.18

The resultant overall growth factors for HGVs are presented in Table 4.1. These
represent the central NTM forecasts.

Table 4.1: Growth Factors for HGVs
Time of
Day
AM
IP
PM

2014 2018
0.993
0.996
0.993

Forecasting Year
2014 2023
1.019
1.021
1.019

2014 2033
1.078
1.078
1.078

4.1.19

The HGV matrices resulting from the above procedure represent the future year
matrices, excluding any demand generated by known developments. It has been
assumed that all development-related HGV traffic is additional to the demand in these
matrices.

4.1.20

The resulting growth factors for LGVs were applied at an aggregate level of
segmentation to trip ends of the LGV portions of the Light Vehicle base year demand.
The factored trip ends were Furnessed as with the HGV matrices to generate the LGV
portions of the Light Vehicle demand for 2018, 2023 and 2033. As with the HGVs the
overall growth was constrained to the number of attraction trips. As with the HGVs it has
been assumed that all development related LGV traffic is additional to the demand in
these matrices.
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Light Vehicle Unadjusted Trips
4.1.21

For each of the five Light Vehicle purposes, RSI-derived factors were used to split the
Light Vehicles into cars and LGVs for each purpose. The LGV segments had the NTM
RTF factors applied to them as described above.

4.1.22

The resulting car matrices for each trip purpose were projected to future year based on
NTEM v6.2 (standard assumptions) growth forecasts for 2018, 2023 and 2033. Zonal
growth factors derived from NTEM base and future year trip ends were applied to the
rows and columns of the base period OD matrices for the whole of Great Britain.

4.1.23

The observed base year car trip matrices were then grown to the forecast trip ends using
a matrix balancing (Furness) process. The Furness procedure required the row and
column totals to have the same number of trips. Therefore, the overall growth for all
purposes was constrained to the number of trip origins.

4.1.24

For each of the Light Vehicle purposes the resultant car and LGV segments were
recombined. In combination with the HGV matrices above these constituted the
Unadjusted matrices for all TODs for 2018, 2023 and 2033.

4.1.25

Note that the application of separate growth factors for the car and LGV segments within
the Light Vehicle purposes and their later recombination means that the overall growth
factors for Light Vehicles must be calculated from the resultant reference matrices.
These factors are given in Table 4.2 below.

Table 4.2: Growth Factors for Light Vehicles
Time of
Day

AM

IP

PM

Purpose
HBEB
HBW
HBO
NHBEB
NHBO
HBEB
HBW
HBO
NHBEB
NHBO
HBEB
HBW
HBO
NHBEB
NHBO

Forecasting Year
2014 - 2018
2014 - 2023
2014 - 2033
1.040
1.078
1.146
1.040
1.079
1.147
1.041
1.080
1.147
1.062
1.141
1.286
1.040
1.077
1.141
1.048
1.102
1.207
1.046
1.097
1.195
1.043
1.089
1.178
1.061
1.139
1.287
1.055
1.122
1.249
1.033
1.061
1.109
1.037
1.072
1.134
1.034
1.064
1.117
1.066
1.153
1.318
1.046
1.097
1.190

4.2

Development Demand

4.2.1

Underlying development data was processed by the AECOM Birmingham office to
produce trip demand data for both the AM and PM Peak hours, for each named
development and for the expected Windfall developments. The data provided consisted
of development demand by:

Each of the four scenarios: core, pessimistic, optimistic, and realistic;
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Development year: 2018, 2023 and 2031 (to be used for 2033);
Vehicle type: car, LGV (aggregated to Light) and HGV;
Origin and destination.

4.2.2

Since IP demand data was unavailable, it was necessary to calculate the associated IP
demand from the AM and PM Peak demand. Ratios for both Light Vehicles and HGVs
between the Interpeak average hour traffic demand and the aggregated AM and PM peak
hour traffic demand were calculated using the non-motorway traffic counts used for
validation and calibration. These ratios were applied to the aggregated AM and PM Peak
development demand supplied to construct the Interpeak demand for each development
zone, the process being carried out separately for trip origins and trip destinations for
each vehicle class. The same factors were used for each of the scenarios and years.

4.2.3

This development demand (including the resultant Interpeak demand) was extracted and
assigned to development zones, with the matching given in Table 4.3. The future year
trip distributions for these zones were extracted from zones with pre-existing demand.
The zones used for this purpose are also given in the table.

4.2.4

Without loss of generality, the remainder of the discussion of the development demand
construction below will be for one of the years in one of the scenarios only.
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Table 4.3: Original zone and Development zone correspondence table
Development Location

Distribution Zone

Development Zone

2101

7006

14

7008

Conningbrook

1605

7011

Designer Outlet Centre

2501

7009

Eureka Park

4001

7000

Jemmett Road

3502

7012

13

7013

Newtown Road (Phase 1)

2401

7010

Newtown Road (Phase 2-4)

2401

7010

Orbital Park

2201

7004

Repton Park

301

7001

Sevington (Phase 1)

2001

7003

Sevington (Phase 2)

2001

7003

102

7002

Waterbrook (phase 1 approved)

2101

7005

Waterbrook (phase 1 waiting approval)

2101

7005

Waterbrook (phase 2)

2101

7005

Willsborough Lees

1803

7014

Charter House

3505

7015

Cheesemans Green
Chilmington Green

Post 2017 Urban Allocation/3rd Urban
Expansion

Town Centre

Windfall

4.2.5

The Windfall development was assumed to be spread throughout the town of Ashford,
and consequently was not assigned to a specific development zone. This demand was
processed as part of the procedure for generating the non-development background
growth matrices, described below, and consequently no existing trip distribution was
applied to this demand.

4.2.6

For each time period the total origins and destinations for each of the development zones
(as calculated above) were compared against the total origins and destinations for the
zones used to extract their trip distributions7. For the latter the five Light Vehicle user
classes were summed up in order that like could be compared with like. From this the
ratios of the demands were extracted. Then for all destination zones the trip volumes from
the “distribution zone” were extracted, and being factored by the appropriate origin ratio
(Light Vehicle or HGV), were assigned as trips from the development zone to the
destination zone. Similar factoring (using the destination ratios) generated the trips to the
development zones from all origin zones.

7

For 2018 IP the Unadjusted HGV origin demand for zones 4001, 3502 and 3505 was 0; consequently the HGV trip
distribution was instead, extracted from zones 28, 3102 and 3101 respectively (these being the nearest zones to the
development with a non-zero HGV demand).
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4.2.7

This process, applied to the intrazonals for the distribution zones, generated only trips
between the development zones and the distribution zones in both directions. Since
zones would normally be expected to have intrazonal trips (even though they are not
assigned) a further step was added into the processing of distribution zone intrazonals.
The trips calculated as originating in the development zone were split between
development zone intrazonals and trips from the development zone and the distribution
zone using the ratio between the origin demands (for the relevant vehicle class) for the
two zones as a proxy for zone size. Similarly the ratio between the destination demands
(for the relevant vehicle class) was used to split trips terminating in the development zone
between development zone intrazonals and trips from the distribution zone to the
development zone.

4.2.8

As a consequence of the above adjustment the development zone intrazonals were
calculated twice, and including both totals would result in overestimation of both the
origins and destinations. It was decided that for each development zone, for all user
classes the smaller of the two intrazonal trip values would be taken forward as the
development zone intrazonals. The remaining trips to/from each development zone were
factored up as necessary (by a constant factor by direction, zone and vehicle class) to
ensure that the total trip origins and destinations for the development zone matched the
supplied development demand. (Note that given the above intrazonal calculations this
generates the “worst case” for network demand.)

4.2.9

This process generated, for each time period, the complete set of trips to/from all of the
development zones. This data was used to build SATURN matrices containing only this
demand.
Background Growth matrices

4.2.10 Supplied with the AM and PM Peak development demand were the underlying
assumptions with regards to dwellings to be built on each site and employment generated
on each site (including the Windfall development) for each scenario and year. Since the
Low and High scenario background growth matrices needed to be constructed from the
Core scenario equivalent most of this section relates to processing applied for the Core
and Realistic scenarios only.
4.2.11 Because the inputs to the Alternative Assumptions facility in TEMPRO are in households
and employment it was necessary to translate the dwellings totals to households. For this
process the AECOM Birmingham office supplied a set of data showing forecast
households and dwellings for various areas in Northamptonshire. In the absence of better
data this was assumed representative of Kent and the ratio between households and
dwellings for each of the forecast years was calculated across all the areas in the supplied
spreadsheet. These factors were used to adjust the supplied dwellings totals to generate
the equivalent household totals by scenario and year.
4.2.12 Without loss of generality the remainder of the background growth discussion will be for
one of the scenarios only.
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4.2.13 Using the Alternative Assumptions facility in TEMPRO, these household and employment
totals were used to reduce the households and employment assumed within the Ashford
NTEM zone (29UB1) in each of the future years. The total car origin and destination tripends within this zone were then recalculated by TEMPRO for each time period and year
using these assumptions, with the resultant outputs overwriting the equivalent data for
Ashford (29UB1) used for the Unadjusted calculations.
4.2.14 The total Light Vehicle Windfall origin and destination demand for each time period and
year were then added to the updated Ashford origins and destinations to generate the
total non-specific-development background growth Ashford demand. (Note that treating
the Windfall LGV demand as car demand makes very little difference to the final matrices
given the identical initial trip distributions for the two vehicle classes within each user
class, and that not doing so makes the calculation procedures much more complicated.)
4.2.15

Using the updated Ashford (29UB1) demand, the zonal car growth factors for each time
period and year were re-calculated, and the future year background growth matrices
were constructed using these new factors in the same way that the Unadjusted matrices
had been constructed earlier.

4.2.16

For the Core scenario it was discovered that when these background matrices were
summed with the development demand matrices the resultant trip volumes exceeded
the trip volumes in the Unadjusted matrices in all years and TODs.

4.2.17

Since the Core scenario is supposed to have total growth capped to NTEM assumptions
this excess needed to be removed from the matrices. It was decided that the excess
would be spread over an area to be determined, and that within this area the excess
would be split between the NTEM zones in proportion to the expected volumes in that
year in the NTEM Alternative Assumptions outputs. Existing NTEM zone to model zone
factors would be used to process these reductions to the model zoning system. In order
to avoid this flow reduction generating overall background car growth which was
excessively negative in and around Ashford it proved necessary to increase the area
over which the reductions were spread to encompass the districts of Ashford,
Canterbury, Dover, Shepway and Thanet (i.e. the south-east of Kent).

4.2.18

These flow reductions were applied to the initial background growth matrices as overall
zonal origin and destination adjustments and a Furness procedure applied, generating
the capped background growth matrices for the Core scenario.

4.2.19

For the High and Low growth scenarios the capped Core scenario background growth
matrices were adjusted in accordance with the instructions in WebTAG M4 Section 4.2;
namely that a proportion of the Base Year highway demand matrix be added or
subtracted from the capped Core scenario background growth matrix. The proportion
required is given in WebTAG as the square root of the number of years between the
Base Year and the given Forecast Year multiplied by 2.5%.
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Highway “Reference” Trips
4.2.20

For each time period, year and scenario the development demand matrix was summed
with the background growth matrix to generate the Highway “Reference” matrix.

4.2.21

The spatial distribution of the absolute growth in highway demand in 2023 (i.e. Core
Scenario Reference Case demand compared to the Base Year level) is presented in
Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The major growth areas are in and around
Ashford and in some of the large external zones. There are small reductions in flow
demand in the south-eastern extremities of Kent due to the impact of the Alternative
Assumptions and capping adjustments. Proportionally most of the changes are
relatively minor, with the only significant variations occurring in certain zones in and
around Ashford, these being the zones with large development volumes in the Core
scenario.

Figure 4.1: Growth in Highway Demand between Base and 2023 – Total AM Peak PCU
Trips, Absolute
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Figure 4.2: Growth in Highway Demand between Base and 2023 – Total AM Peak PCU
Trips, Proportional

Figure 4.3: Growth in Highway Demand between Base and 2023 – Total AM Peak PCU
Trips, Proportional, Ashford
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4.3

Rail “Reference” Trips

4.3.1

Base year rail matrices were projected to future reference case matrices using NTEM
v6.2.

4.3.2

NTEM v6.2 PT growth forecasts were applied to the PT matrices for each purpose in the
same way as the equivalent car growth factors were applied to generate the Unadjusted
and background growth car trip matrices. The resultant matrices for each purpose were
used as the reference matrices.

4.3.3

The resultant aggregate growth factors are presented in Table 4.4 below.

Table 4.4: Growth Factors for PT Trips
Forecasting Year

4.3.4

Time of
Day

2014 2018

2014 2023

2014 2033

AM

1.014

1.034

1.060

IP

1.021

1.060

1.133

PM

1.017

1.044

1.087

Note that for this model the PDFH-based growth forecasting was judged to be not
worthwhile, with the extra time and complexity of carrying it out easily outweighing the
benefits of the marginally more accurate future year forecasts.
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